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Five takeaways form the Carolina Hurricanes’ road win over the Anaheim Ducks 

By Chip Alexander 

Five takeaways from the Carolina Hurricanes’ 2-1 road 
victory Thursday over the Anaheim Ducks, ending the Ducks’ 
eight-game winning streak: 

-- No doubt about the game’s first star. Rookie Seth Jarvis 
had the winning goal -- again -- but it was Frederik 
Andersen’s night. Well-rested after six days off, the goalie 
was back in the crease at the Honda Center, where he once 
played so well for the Ducks. He was sharp, he was focused 
and he had a slew of high-quality saves among his 31 stops 
to stymie the Ducks, the hottest team in the league. 

“We weren’t good and he allowed us to hang in there and 
kind of build our game,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. 
“I don’t think we were ever great in this game but he was.” 

-- Jarvis, headed back to junior hockey? Nope. Those days 
are over. He’s staying -- for now, on the Canes’ top line with 
Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov. 

Jarvis was stopped on a penalty shot, his first in the NHL, by 
goalie John Gibson in the third but later scored to push the 
Canes ahead 2-1 with a shot from behind the net that 
glanced off Gibson. He has three goals in his eight games 
and had two goals disallowed. 

Jarvis said he used the “20-second rule” after missing on the 
penalty shot. “I think about it for 20 seconds, get mad about it 
and then let it go,” he said. “You can’t dwell on things.” He 
didn’t. 

-- For almost two periods, this was more like the jet-lag game 
for the Canes, who had plenty of jump Tuesday at Las Vegas 
put appeared to drag at times against the Ducks. That 
changed in the third, when the Canes (13-2-0) made their 

push to win and improve to 7-1 on the road, the best in the 
NHL. 

“I think the guys come to play and for the year I think we’ve 
had one stinker,” Brind’Amour said. “Tonight was a stinker to 
start but we got to our game and our goalie kept us in it..” 

Andersen (10-2-0) faced 17 shots in the first, the most 
against the Canes in a period this season. The Canes got 
out of the period with a 1-1 tie as defenseman Ethan Bear 
scored his first with Carolina, and it was 1-1 entering the third 
as Andersen continued to turn away shots and the Canes 
had some strong penalty kills in the second. 

-- The Canes have a stouter look on the back end with Brett 
Pesce in the lineup. The D pairs fit together well with Pesce 
playing with Brady Skjei, Bear with Jaccob Slavin and Ian 
Cole with Tony DeAngelo. It just feels right. 

Brendan Smith did his part filling in for an injured Pesce and 
had a game-winning goal against the St. Louis Blues, but 
Pesce solidifies the lineup. Smith does give the Canes 
experienced depth and will be needed again. 

-- The Ducks (10-5-3) look a lot like the Canes, with a 
veteran center who’s the captain (Ryan Getzlaf), a young 
scoring forward (Troy Terry), sound D corps and a nice mix 
of older and younger guys. They pressure the puck, stay 
aggressive, play with an edge and appear to have few weak 
links in the lineup. 

“We’ll take the win,” Brind’Amour said. “They’re the hottest 
team in the league and you can see why. They’re really fast 
and you could tell they were really confident in what they 
were doing. The game had a little of everything. Had a lot of 
grind in there, some good physical play.” 
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NHL power rankings: Ducks fly together and climb our rankings while Hurricanes hold 
down the top spot 

By Dom Luszczyszyn and Sean Gentille  

Last week we had a lot of fun joining the Taylor Swift 
Cinematic Universe with our quirky brand of NHL power 
rankings. Rumour has it, Sean even listened to Red in its 
entirety. 

But it’s back to basics this week with our usual combination 
of snarky analysis and catty banter outlining the exact order 
of strength for the league’s 32 teams. As always, we are 100 
percent correct in our rankings which are final and perfect. 

The power rankings are based on a blend of what’s 
happened, what we think will happen, and the vibes each 
team has going into the week. If you want the standings go 
to NHL dot com. If you want projected standings go here. If 
you want Two Dudes shooting the shit and saying “I don’t 
know, I guess the Islanders feel like the 21st best team now,” 
then you have come to the right place, friend. 

1. Carolina Hurricanes 

Record: 13-2-0 
Last Week: 1 
Dom rank: 1 
Sean rank: 1 

Dom: How good are the Canes right now? Not even the 
league’s hottest team can take them down as a 2-1 win over 
the mighty Ducks improved Carolina’s already sterling record 
to 13-2-0. The Hurricanes survived an injury to underrated 
defender Brett Pesce with incredible ease and now that 
they’re back to full strength they should keep rolling here. At 
some point, Frederik Andersen will come back down to earth. 
But, as long as he’s playing like this, the team in front of him 
is going to take care of business. They remain the best team 
in hockey. 

Sean: No R-rated phrases allowed? Well, that’s simply not 
edgy at all. 

In any case, I got a hold of Anaheim’s scouting report for 
Seth Jarvis a little before he scored on Thursday night. 

2. Florida Panthers 

Record: 12-2-3 
Last Week: 2 
Dom rank: 2 
Sean rank: 2 

Sean: Damn, Spencer Knight made 45 saves on Thursday 
night against the Devils? It truly doesn’t matter who the 
South Florida juggernaut rolls out there. (Do not check 
Spencer Knight’s season-long stats.) Do we care that their 

actual goal rate outstrips their expected by about 10 
percentage points? They’re outscoring opponents 43-18 at 
home this season. You don’t just walk into FLA Live Arena 
and expect to win. 

Dom: Wait, the what arena? Do I live under a rock? 

*quickly googles* 

Ah, yes, the FLA Live Arena (previously known as the 
National Car Rental Center, Office Depot Center, 
BankAtlantic Center, and BB&T Center). I feel like it’s bad for 
a team’s brand to have five different arena names, but I’m 
not in marketing so what do I know? 

Feels like we’re going to learn a lot about some players on 
this team with Aleksander Barkov out, but so far so good for 
Anthony Duclair and Carter Verhaeghe who have looked 
good in back-to-back contests. 

3. Washington Capitals 

Record: 10-2-5 
Last Week: 9 
Dom rank: 3 
Sean rank: 3 

Dom: I don’t know if this team has a sixth sense for me not 
believing in them, but since I tried to drop them down the 
power rankings 10 minutes into last Thursday’s game, the 
Capitals have found yet another gear. As they always do. 
Washington is 3-0-1 over the last week, still hovering around 
the top five in expected goals, and doing it all without its 
entire second line. I don’t understand. I’ll never understand it. 
But there’s no denying how good this team is. Personally, I’m 
hoping for a drunken return to The Fountain for Ovi and Co. 

Sean: Yeah, I spent a chunk of my Sunday watching them 
beat the brakes off the Penguins. That was interesting. His 5-
on-5 numbers from that game weren’t great, but man, 
Evgeny Kuznetsov is back. He just … looks like the dude we 
all saw until the two fake seasons. 

Dom: #MyModel now puts him at 2.8 wins, which is high-end 
center territory. Good to see him back at that level. 

4. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Record: 12-5-1 
Last Week: 7 
Dom rank: 4 
Sean rank: 4 

Sean: I really hate having them here, dude. The results and 
the process are undeniable at the moment — and yet, they 
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are who they are, and they’ve done what they’ve done. I will 
say, no Maple Leaf in recorded history has been underrated, 
but it’s nice to see William Nylander leading the way. 

Dom: They’re on pace for 114 points with neither Auston 
Matthews or Mitch Marner above a point-per-game. They’ve 
won 10 of their last 11. Jack Campbell looks like he’s the real 
deal. I don’t know, it’s a new season, they have to figure it 
out eventually, right? Why not this year. It should probably be 
illegal to be optimistic about a team that has only brought me 
disappointment for 29 years of my life, but what can I say — 
for whatever reason I… be-leaf. 

5. Edmonton Oilers 

Record: 12-4-0 
Last Week: 4 
Dom rank: 7 
Sean rank: 5 

Dom: I thought we would lead with Connor McDavid’s sassy 
clap back towards John Tortorella about drawing penalties, 
but instead McJesus has blessed us once again with yet 
another ridiculous one-man show. I mean, how do you even 
stop this besides hooking, slashing, and tripping him while 
the ref turns a blind eye? 

CONNOR. MCDAVID.  

HE DID IT AGAIN.     pic.twitter.com/9GC4d48XZx 

— Sportsnet (@Sportsnet) November 19, 2021 

By the end of the season, the top five goals of the year might 
all be McDavid. He’s must-see TV. 

Sean: Who gives a shit about Connor McDavid? Stuart 
Skinner made 45 saves on Thursday night, just in time for 
the Mikko Koskinen regression. That’s the platonic ideal of 
an Oilers game — getting sick goals from McDavid as they 
hopscotch from goalie to goalie. Let’s see if it works. 

6. Boston Bruins 

Record: 8-5-0 
Last Week: 6 
Dom rank: 6 
Sean rank: 6 

Sean: A thought I had as I filled out my rankings: “Huh, it 
feels like the Bruins haven’t played in a while. Lo and behold, 
nothing for five days. That’s on top of a stretch in October 
where they played one game in 13 days. Naturally, they get 
to overcompensate for the next little bit — six games in 11 
days — then finish the season with a 5-in-7, “two back-to-
backs in a week” combo. Pretty sweet. 

The good thing for them is that, by then, Tuukka Rask will 
probably be back. That’s what we’re all assuming at this 
point, yeah? Fluto Shinzawa broke down just how important 
having a guy like Rask to lean on, rather than what the 
Bruins have gotten from Linus Ullmark/Jeremy Swayman. 
So, sure, I’ll keep them up this high until we have reason to 
believe the goalie situation won’t get any better. I’m just 
assuming it will. Everything will be fine … until half the team 
gets hurt in late April. 

Dom: At least their record is 8-5-0 now so people will stop 
bothering us about how they are in the rankings. The Bruins 
are xG juggernauts and that top line remains incredible. 
Point-per-game across the board and a 65 percent expected 
goals rate — business as usual. 

7. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Record: 9-3-3 
Last Week: 10 
Dom rank: 5 
Sean rank: 7 

Dom: The Lightning started a little slow, but they’ve now won 
three straight and are 7-1-2 in their last 10. They’re pushing 
up the standings to where many expected them to be before 
the season started and have seen their five-on-five numbers 
start trending up over that stretch. Tampa Bay has a 54 
percent expected goals rate and 62 percent of the actual 
goals. Brayden Point has really woken up during that time 
frame with five goals, 10 points and a 65 percent expected 
goals rate. 

Sean: Steven Stamkos has nine goals in 15 games. The 
overall shooting percentage is a tick high, and the 
underlyings aren’t spectacular, but it’s still nice to watch him 
fill it up. We were openly starting to wonder if he was headed 
for a drop. Not there yet. Hope he stays healthy. 

8. Calgary Flames 

Record: 9-3-5 
Last Week: 5 
Dom rank: 9 
Sean rank: 8 

Sean: Weird week for the Flames. They’re dropping points in 
overtime (1-5) like they’re getting paid for it, but boy, I enjoy 
watching those little guys run around. Johnny Gaudreau and 
Andrew Mangiapane both scored twice on Thursday night. 
Gaudreau (19 points in 17 games) is making himself some 
money. The entire top six — Gaudreau-Elias Lindholm-
Matthew Tkachuk, Blake Coleman-Sean Monahan-
Mangiapane is a blast. The top two D pairs are good. Jacob 
Markstrom rules. 

Dom: Is it too early to start calling you the #1 Calgary Flames 
Fan? 

Last night’s win was a big one with Markstrom putting up his 
fifth shutout of the season in just 13 contests. Literally just 
one of his wins hasn’t been a shutout. Absurd. He looks 
every bit like the guy Calgary signed to a big deal in 2020 
and is a big part of this hot start. Calgary is hitting on a lot of 
best case scenarios, and Hailey Salvian did a great job 
breaking down how much of that can be expected to 
continue. Markstrom definitely looks like he can keep up this 
elite level of play. 

9. Minnesota Wild 

Record:11-5-0 
Last Week: 3 
Dom rank: 8 
Sean rank: 9 

Dom: I had one of my biggest bets of the season on the Wild 
Thursday night, with my line being way off compared to the 
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market. That’s usually not a good sign (gotta respect the 
folks with deep pockets you’re betting against) and made me 
a bit nervous. 

Then I remembered this is the Wild we’re talking about, and 
they went ahead and rewarded my undying faith in them by 
blowing the doors off the Stars with a 7-2 romp. Never in 
doubt, baby. Shoutout to my best friend, Kirill Kaprizov, for 
the four-point night. This move didn’t result in a goal, but it 
was pretty damn slick. 

so smooth pic.twitter.com/I6KiNZooPr 

— Dimitri Filipovic (@DimFilipovic) November 19, 2021 

Sean: Dom misspelled “Kaprizov” in the Google Doc just 
now. Some friend. Was having them at 3 last week some 
sort of joint delusion, or is this an overcorrection? 

Dom: If friendship is judged by whether or not a name can be 
spelled right I’ll have to put you to the test next time you’re in 
Toronto. The Wild have been uneven lately so perhaps this 
was an over-correction before the big 7-2 win. Plus, they’re 
tied with your favorite team so I let you have this one. 

10. New York Rangers 

Record: 10-4-3 
Last Week: 11 
Dom rank: 12 
Sean rank: 10 

Sean: Four straight wins, then a one-goal loss to the Maple 
Leafs? That’ll do. The 2-1 loss to Toronto is the sort of game 
you have a better shot at with quality forward depth, though, 
Dryden Hunt goal aside. We know that’s shaping up to be an 
issue. 

Dom: As important as that is, Artemi Panarin and Mika 
Zibanejad aren’t exactly holding up their ends of the bargain 
right now. They’ve got an average Game Score of 0.58 and 
0.54 respectively right now, which isn’t even top-line caliber. 

Sean: Yeah, at that contract — and on that roster — 
Zibanejad has got to be more than a power-play weapon. 

11. Winnipeg Jets 

Record: 9-3-4 
Last Week: 12 
Dom rank: 11 
Sean rank: 11 

Dom: We had a bit planned where the Jets would remain 
13th forever. That bit died last week and apparently will not 
be resurrected, as we now have them 11th. We’re high-key 
mad about it, but the sad reality is that the Jets are slowly 
earning more and more respect for their play. They have an 
actually above-average expected goals rate for once, and 
with their shooting and goaltending talent that’s enough to 
look dominant at five-on-five. Kyle Connor has jumped to a 
new level, Pierre-Luc Dubois is back to looking like a star in 
the making and Josh Morrissey has bounced back to being a 
capable top-pairing defender. Once Mark Scheifele lives up 
to his outsized reputation, this team could be really scary. 

Sean: Apropos of nothing 
**coughANDREWMANGIAPANEcough** I was looking at our 
Olympic roster projections, and Scheifele as a spare forward 

is starting to feel a little shaky. We put him there because of 
that reputation you brought up, not our own opinions of him, 
but five points in nine games with 5-on-5 stats that aren’t 
even good for his team? Eh. 

Dom: “We.” Don’t you put that evil on me, Sean Gentille. 

Sean: Whatever, Team Canada is still going to pick him. This 
is pointless. 

Dom: And they’ll still win too. 

Sean: As I said, this is pointless. 

12. Colorado Avalanche 

Record: 7-5-1 
Last Week: 13 
Dom rank: 10 
Sean rank: 13 

Dom: After embarrassing back-to-back losses against 
Columbus (!) the Avalanche have reeled off three straight 
wins and are now back at a 95-point pace. That’s obviously 
not good enough for this team, but it’s baby steps after a 
slow start where the team was decimated by injuries. It 
would still not be a surprise to see them win the West and 
yet ol’ Sean has them 13th*** here. Has Big Standings Corp 
really gotten to you? 

*** Between us, Sean definitely had them 16th earlier in the 
day and is currently gaslighting me that he actually had them 
ranked 13th. 

Sean: Mhmm, who did two of those wins come against? 

Dom: “Yeah — And Homer beat their brains out.” 

Sean: I should just put them at 26 or something. 

13. St. Louis Blues 

Record: 9-5-2 
Last Week: 8 
Dom rank: 13 
Sean rank: 12 

Dom: We really went out of our way to put the Blues in the 
top 10 last week and they repaid us with three straight 
losses, one of which was to THE ARIZONA COYOTES. 
Looks like we were right all along about these guys, who now 
sit 14th in points percentage in the league. Hope that those 
shouting about the standings stick to their morals here. 

Sean: I’ve sincerely been trying to act as a pro-Blues 
counterbalance here for most of the season. It was starting 
to tire me out, so I appreciate what they’ve done here. 

14. Philadelphia Flyers 

Record: 8-4-3 
Last Week: 17 
Dom rank: 14 
Sean rank: 14 

Sean: Sight unseen, this seems high for the Flyers. They’re 
not a great goal-scoring team, and Ryan Ellis is going to 
miss a whole bunch of time. But Carter Hart has gone back 
into eraser mode, and this week, they’ve knocked off the 
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Flames and forced OT on the Lightning. I’m fine having them 
in this spot. 

Dom: This is such a weird, weird, weird place in the power 
rankings this early in the season. You can probably put any 
teams between 13 to 21 in any order and it’s whatever. The 
Flyers definitely look like frauds and I expect a reckoning 
without Ellis, but Hart is playing like he wants to be Canada’s 
Olympic starter. He’s looking like a guy who can paper over 
a lot of flaws. 

Sean: Yeah, should we split teams into tiers next week? Just 
put the Flyers in the middle somewhere. Doesn’t matter. 

15. Anaheim Ducks 

Record: 10-5-3 
Last Week: 24 
Dom rank: 16 
Sean rank: 15 

Dom: We caved hard here. It’s getting way too difficult to 
deny the run the Ducks are on where they won eight straight 
before losing a hard-fought game to a strong Carolina 
Hurricanes team. Maybe it won’t last — don’t forget where 
Buffalo was after 30-odd games a few years back — but 
Anaheim has looked impressive. Sure, the Ducks haven’t 
had the toughest schedule during their win streak, but their 
underlying numbers have been trending in the right direction 
with a 52 percent expected goals rate during the streak. 

Sean: There’s a whole lot to like about the Ducks. Trevor 
Zegras is rounding into form and doing The Jack Hughes 
Stick Toss™; Troy Terry, Olympian, is only half a joke; Ryan 
Getzlaf is playing like he’s 25, rather than 50 or whatever; 
we’ve got multiple West Coast teams that, to varying 
degrees, are worth staying up to watch. I’m not going to 
concern myself with whether that’s all sustainable. 

16. Vegas Golden Knights 

Record: 10-7-0 
Last Week: 20 
Dom rank: 15 
Sean rank: 18 

Sean: Didn’t we all think Mark Stone was getting memory-
holed, like, two weeks ago? He played on Wednesday night! 
Got an assist and everything! It feels like this could be the 
lowest they are for a while. I was completely ready to stop 
paying attention to them. 

Dom: Yeah, but then they lost Shea Theodore. It’s wild how 
much injury trouble they’re getting into and it helps explain 
the absolutely abysmal five-on-five numbers, but Vegas is 
too good to be this low. The climb begins now, especially 
after a big 5-2 win over the Red Wings that brings the 
Golden Knights to a 96-point pace. They’ll be back to where 
they should be soon. 

17. New Jersey Devils 

Record: 7-5-3 
Last Week: 15 
Dom rank: 18 
Sean rank: 16 

Dom: Dawson Mercer has 11 points in 15 games while being 
a net positive at five-on-five. Not a bad haul from the Taylor 
Hall trade. He looks like he’s going to be a really important 
piece for this club. 

Sean: Yeah, it’s time to start taking his Calder candidacy 
seriously. A couple of weeks ago in this spot, I wondered 
which of the young Devils would push their way into the Jack 
Hughes-Nico Hischier-Dougie Hamilton core. Might have our 
answer. 

.@BryceSalvador making sure we know how impressive this 
play by Dawson Mercer was   
pic.twitter.com/nRPHmS3BC6 

— Devils on MSG (@DevilsMSGN) November 13, 2021 

18. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Record: 6-6-4 
Last Week: 14 
Dom rank: 17 
Sean rank: 20 

Dom: The Penguins looked like they were reeling for a bit 
there, losing their first two games with Sidney Crosby back in 
the lineup. A 6-1 loss to the Capitals looked especially bad 
and it didn’t help that Crosby himself has just looked off. 

It’s nice then that the schedule lined up for a date with the 
hapless Habs who Pittsburgh pulverized 6-0. Crosby scored 
his first, Kris Letang had his best game of the season and 
the teams vaunted checking line had a dominant night. It’s 
the kind of game that can get the team trending back in the 
right direction, a win so big that it made us bump Pittsburgh 
up just a bit from their previous spot earlier in the day. 

Sean: Yeah, that game felt inevitable. Take it with a grain of 
salt, because it was the Sabres and they lost, but the 
Penguins outshot Buffalo 20-3 in the third period on 
Wednesday night. Crosby is going to need some time to 
round into form, and they almost sank without him — 
Montreal was their third win in 11 games — but it’s still early 
enough. 

19. Los Angeles Kings 

Record: 8-6-2 
Last Week: 18 
Dom rank: 21 
Sean rank: 17 

Sean: I might have the Kings a tick too high, but whatever. 
Had to act as a counterbalance for “The Fun Police.” It’s 
funny to think that, a couple of months ago, we were 
assuming that Quinton Byfield and Alex Turcotte would be 
leading the Kings’ next wave. Instead, it’s been Arthur 
Kaliyev, Mikey Anderson and Tobias Bjornfot. That’s cool — 
they’ve all been good, though Kaliyev has gone five games 
without a point. Plenty of reasons to be excited. I’m just not 
sure how much better the Kings can be without those other 
guys healthy and contributing, as well. 

Dom: I think we see a bit of a market correction once 
Jonathan Quick realizes it’s not 2012, but maybe at that point 
The Kids step up and pick up the slack. 

20. Nashville Predators 
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Record: 9-6-1 
Last Week: 21 
Dom rank: 19 
Sean rank: 19 

Sean: Ah jeez, there was simply no way to see the Matt 
Duchene bounceback coming, right? We both figured he’d 
just keep shooting 8.7 percent for the rest of his career, 
right? The more interesting part of Duchene’s point-per-
game start is that, slight overcorrection in his shooting 
percentage aside, it seems sustainable. He’s generating 
more shots in general, as Adam Vingan detailed, and higher-
quality ones (from the slot, on the rush). If he keeps playing 
like that, a shooting percentage regression won’t matter. 

Dom: One of my galaxy-brained expansion takes was Seattle 
taking Duchene because his underlying numbers were still 
strong and he was still elite in transition. I just couldn’t 
commit to it fully because of the likelihood of it blowing up in 
my face. Great to see the bounceback though. Him looking 
like a real top line center is a big part of the team’s current 
record. 

21. New York Islanders 

Record: 5-6-2 
Last Week: 16 
Dom rank: 20 
Sean rank: 21 

Dom: I’m excited for angry Islanders fans to screenshot this 
ranking three months from now after the Islanders win 22 
straight home games after starting 13 straight on the road. 
Or maybe this ranking is just a way to spark a currently 
terrible team that we both finally believed in. 
Apparently,  they can only thrive if their dressing room 
bulletin is full of disparaging remarks from national media, so 
here’s some fresh material. 

Sean: This rules, because we’re fully insulated against all 
outcomes. If they get it together? Of course. We knew it all 
along. If they don’t? Of course. We knew it all along. That’s 
hustle, baby! 

22. San Jose Sharks 

Record: 8-7-1 
Last Week: 19 
Dom rank: 23 
Sean rank: 22 

Sean: Getting four goals and 48 shots hung on you by the 
Blues is … not the best way to win over the doubters. 

Dom: It is possible we have ranked this team too high. And 
by we, I mean you, when the 9-5-0 Blue Jackets are right 
there. Didn’t know the Pittsburgh-Columbus rivalry ran this 
deep that you’d be willingly holding them down like this. 

Sean: It’s because of Ohio State, actually. 

Dom: And they call me biased. 

23. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Record: 9-5-0 
Last Week: 22 
Dom rank: 22 
Sean rank: 23 

Sean: I thought we were being unfair here, and then the Blue 
Jackets needed a shootout to beat the Coyotes. The 
underlyings were better this week than they have been 
though, I’ll say that. 

Dom: My current favorite bit is former Hockey Twitter person 
and current Blue Jackets employee Cam Lawrence being a 
member of Big Standings Corp in my mentions. 

Dom, the @BlueJacketsNHL's are 8 and 5 

— cam lawrence (@thatcamlawrence) November 17, 2021 

There are a lot of teams this year where the common theme 
is “they’ll come back down to earth eventually,” but at least 
one of them won’t. Some team will fill the usual void of “team 
we all thought would be bad and PDO’d their way to the top.” 
Given the mass talent exodus the team has faced over the 
years, it would be fun if the Blue Jackets were that team. 

24. Dallas Stars 

Record: 6-7-2 
Last Week: 25 
Dom rank: 24 
Sean rank: 24 

Sean: This week, the Stars got their first regulation win of the 
season, beat the Red Wings and then were demolished by 
Dom’s friend Kirill. That counts as a wash. Doesn’t feel like 
they’re going anywhere interesting. 

Dom: Interesting is the Babcockian nerve Rick Bowness had 
last night. Hometown boy Riley Tufte was supposed to play 
in Minnesota for the first time, did media before the game, 
skated in warm-ups in front of numerous friends and family 
— only to be a last-minute healthy scratch. Just 
heartbreakingly cruel. 

Rick Bowness confirms that Riley Tufte was a healthy 
scratch tonight. Details behind that decision coming 
momentarily in The Athletic https://t.co/Y61dfTjeZl 

— Saad Yousuf (@SaadYousuf126) November 19, 2021 

25. Detroit Red Wings 

Record: 8-9-2 
Last Week: 23 
Dom rank: 25 
Sean rank: 25 

Dom: It was nice while it lasted thanks to sizzling starts from 
rookies Lucas Ramond and Moritz Seider, but it looks like 
reality is starting to set in for the Red Wings who have 
dropped back below .500. Detroit has lost four of its last five 
and the team’s only win was against Montreal in overtime, 
which barely counts. The underlying numbers remain solid, 
but the talent outside the team’s top line remains sparse. 

Sean: Yeah, weren’t just saying that Wings fans should just 
try to enjoy whatever was going on and not worry about 
lottery placement? Might’ve been a little early there. Rack up 
those ping-pong balls, baby! 

26. Buffalo Sabres 

Record: 7-7-2 
Last Week: 28 
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Dom rank: 27 
Sean rank: 26 

Sean: They’re 7-7-2 overall. That’s pretty good, all things 
considered! They’re 2-6-2 in their last 10. That’s bad! Guys 
are talking about looking “rattled” after 5-0 losses … very 
bad! Lots of injuries. Lots of bad. 

Dom: Turns out the Sabres are who we thought they were. 
At least fans have been through enough with this very club 
that the comments about Buffalo’s playoff odds staying 
stagnant at one percent were mostly good-humored jokes 
rather than the usual “why do you hate my favorite team.” 

27. Seattle Kraken 

Record: 4-11-1 
Last Week: 26 
Dom rank: 26 
Sean rank: 28 

Dom: At five-on-five the Kraken has scored 2.21 goals per 60 
off 2.20 expected goals. They’ve allowed 3.38 goals against 
per 60 (32nd) off 2.11 expected goals against (fourth). That’s 
it. That’s the whole thing here. 

Sean: It’s like, just give the Kraken a pass, y’know? Who 
could’ve guessed that basing most of their blank-slate 
strategy on their expensive goalie being really good was 
questionable? It’s not fair that Philipp Grubauer is ruining 
their completely fine xG numbers. 

Dom: It isn’t, I’m glad you understand how historically bad 
this is. 

28. Chicago Blackhawks 

Record: 5-9-2 
Last Week: 31 
Dom rank: 28 
Sean rank: 27 

Sean: In two games this week, their expected goals share is 
at 41 percent. That’s the worst in the league by a good bit. 
This team stinks! But, as we’ve established, goalies count, 
and Marc-Andre Fleury has stolen them four points. He’s 
stopped 53 of 56 shots. That’s good enough to get them out 
of the 30s, IMO. Right? No? 

Dom: After costing them like 10 points to start the season it’s 
nice to see for a genuinely great guy. Goes to show that 
even good goalies that look totally cooked for a bit can find 
their mojo again. The Blackhawks are a perfect 4-0-0 in the 
Derek King era which has brought their playoff odds all the 
way up to two percent. 

Sean: Cooked goalies can find their mojo … except for 
Philipp Grubauer. He’ll stink forever! 

Dom: Guy will never be an NHL-caliber goalie again. Ever. 

29. Montreal Canadiens 

Record: 4-13-2 
Last Week: 29 
Dom rank: 30 
Sean rank: 29 

Dom: Just when you think “it can’t get any worse” the 
Canadiens find a way. Montreal is now on its fourth-string 
goalie with Cayden Primeau and though he wasn’t great in a 
6-0 drubbing at the hands of the Penguins, I doubt any goalie 
bails the Canadiens out of a game like that. They were 
outplayed from start to finish, and that’s been par for the 
course for much of the season. But hey, they’re a team built 
for the playoffs so maybe we’ll see their true colors in the 1-
in-400 chance they make it. 

30. Vancouver Canucks 

Record: 5-10-2 
Last Week: 27 
Dom rank: 29 
Sean rank: 30 

Dom: What was the Benning move that made you think “you 
know what, this guy might not be cut out for this whole GM 
thing?” 

Sean: Hmm. Was five years and $21.875 million to Brandon 
Sutter in 2015 too late? 

Dom: That was before trading for Erik Gudbranson and 
signing Tyler Myers, which were the big ones for me. I’m 
struggling to think of anything before that, so the Sutter deal 
might’ve been it. 

31. Ottawa Senators 

Record: 4-10-1 
Last Week: 30 
Dom rank: 31 
Sean rank: 31 

Sean: Man, you gotta wonder how things would’ve gone for 
the Sens without that COVID outbreak. Since they’ve started 
dealing with that, they’re 29th in expected goals and 23rd in 
expected goals share. **taps earpiece** I’m being told that’s 
where they were pre-outbreak. Okey dokey. 

Dom: I’m still just hoping they hit the over on 72.5 points, but 
things are looking bleaker with each passing game. I’m just 
wondering what the game plan is here. Like, is their core 
really going to become something good enough for a 
contender? 

Sean: Oh for sure, the rebuild is over. 

32. Arizona Coyotes 

Record: 2-13-2 
Last Week: 32 
Dom rank: 32 
Sean rank: 32 

Sean: What was the Meruelo move that made you think “you 
know what, this guy might not be cut out for this whole owner 
thing?” 

Dom: I don’t remember a specific move, but I remember 
exactly where I was when I read Katie Strang’s now-
legendary piece on the dysfunction in the desert. Mouth 
agape, whispering “what the hell” to no one in particular. 
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Gold: Canes after dark  

By Adam Gold  

The Carolina Hurricanes’ tour of the Pacific time zone 
continues tonight when they head to Anaheim for a battle of 
division leaders. 

Wut? 

While it’s no surprise to us here that the Canes lead the 
Metropolitan Division with 24 points in a 12-2-0 start, I’m sure 
more than a few eyebrows have been raised by what the 
Ducks have done through the first 5 weeks of the season. In 
the three seasons that saw Carolina go from pretender to 
contender Anaheim has been in the descending elevator. 

The once mighty Ducks have been a sub-.500 club for the 
last three years with last season’s pandemic squad finishing 
dead last in the Pacific Division with just 17 wins and 43 
points. This year, however, it’s been a completely different 
story as some of their young players have blossomed into 
consistent threats every night. 

Forwards Troy Terry (11g, 10a), Trevor Zegras (6g, 4a), Isac 
Lundestrom (3g, 7a) and defenseman Jamie Drysdale (1g, 
6a) have produced on the score sheet and added life an 
energy to a familiar-yet-aging core and helped lead Anaheim 
to a 10-4-3 start. Ryan Getzlaf, who this summer was 
thought to be headed elsewhere to chase another Stanley 
Cup, opted to stay with the only organization he’d ever 
known and it’s paid off. 

Getzlaff has 18 points and his 17 assists are third best in the 
entire NHL. Not bad for a 36-year old who looked like he 
might be heading off into retirement after last year’s 17-point 
season! And, there are still the names we’re used to hearing. 
Adam Henrique and Jakob Silfverberg and Cam Fowler and 
Hampus Lindholm and Josh Manson are still around and still 
playing big roles for a team that looks vastly different from 
the one that languished at the bottom of the standings a year 
ago. 

Oh, and John Gibson is one of the best goalies in the league. 
He’s 9-2-2 with a 2.33 GAA/.925 SV% in 13 starts. 

Oh (part 2), and the Ducks haven’t lost in November. They 
ran their winning streak to 8 straight with their 3-2, overtime 
win over Washington on Tuesday. 

CORRECTION: The Hurricanes are no longer in first place in 
the Metropolitan Division. The Washington Capitals beat the 
Kings last night and have inched in front of Carolina by one 
point. The Hurricanes have played three fewer games than 
the Caps, but 25 is more than 24, so the Canes will have to 
reclaim their spot by extracting at least one point out of 
tonight’s contest. 

The returns of Nino Niederreiter, Martin Necas and Antti 
Raanta were obvious successes a couple of nights ago -- to 
varying degrees. Nino was fine in his return from a right foot 
injury, but Necas (illness) and Raanta (concussion) were 
spectacular as they jumped back into the lineup. Necas had 
a pair of assists and was one of the best forwards in the 
game in the 4-2 win in Vegas. Raanta was outstanding with 
21 saves and has now won both of his starts for the Canes. 

It’s unlikely, but if Rod Brind’Amour chooses to roll with 
Raanta again tonight he’d be sending out a goalie with 
positive history against the Ducks. In 10 starts, Antti is 5-4-1 
with 1.89 GAA/.927 SV% versus Anaheim. 

However, Frederik Andersen will get the net tonight. He 
played his first three seasons with the Ducks and has fared 
well against them in limited appearances. He’s 2-1-0 in 4 
appearances with 2.28 GAA/.927 SV%. 

Brett Pesce, out of action since suffering a concussion in the 
2nd period of the Canes win in Chicago, is nearing a return 
and will be a game time decision. If he draws back in, 
Brendan Smith would come out of the lineup. 

Other than that, there are no changes to the forward lines or 
combinations. That means another look at Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi at center and Derek Stepan will be a healthy 
extra for the second straight night. 

Coverage begins at 9:30 pm with Storm Watch starring Alec 
Campbell on 99.9 the Fan. Immediately following with the 
play by play will be Mike Maniscalco and Tripp Tracy. Don’t 
forget to follow the Canes Corner Podcast wherever you get 
your podcasts. There is a fresh episode the morning after 
every Hurricanes game. 
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Recap: Jarvis Nets Game-Winner Again As Canes Top Ducks 

By Walt Ruff  

ANAHEIM, CA. - Carolina Hurricanes rookie forward Seth 
Jarvis played hero once again for his team Thursday night, 
scoring the game-winning goal to give his Carolina 
Hurricanes a 2-1 win over the Anaheim Ducks.  

The Rundown 

The Anaheim Ducks were the stronger team in the opening 
20 minutes, looking every bit of a team that had won eight 
straight contests coming into the matchup. Controlling the 
onset of the game, Frederik Andersen had to be exceptional 
early to keep his team from falling behind. 

Despite the home team dominating the opening four minutes, 
Carolina was able to put a stop to the storm they had 
weathered, courtesy of Martin Necas and Ethan Bear. The 
Carolina winger corralled the puck in the attacking end, 
peeling back toward the point to buy time before displaying 
tremendous vision and hitting a streaking Bear to make it 1-
0. 

 Although the Canes struck for the first one, the Ducks 
remained on the gas, forcing Andersen to stay sharp, turning 
away ten shots in the first 10:04. The next chance for the 
home side would even the scoring though, as the scorching 
hot Troy Terry put back a rebound on a rush to make it 1-1. 
Terry, who entered the contest with points in 15 straight 
games, capitalized on his opportunity to tie Edmonton 
forward Connor McDavid for the league's longest streak. 

After going into the first break knotted on the board, penalties 
were a key factor in the second period. Chances were had 
by both sides but when all was said and done, the same 
score remained at the end of two, setting up an all-important 
third. 

The final frame of regulation began with a big moment for the 
road club, as 19-year-old Jarvis earned his first career 
penalty shot attempt. Disrupted on an initial breakaway, the 
Canes rookie then went to center ice where he'd then soon 
place a shot on Ducks goaltender John Gibson, but the 
home netminder was up to the task. 

Continuing on at 1-1 into the later portions of the third period, 
the contest felt tight, with both teams having opportunities to 
net the game-winner. 

With both goaltenders flashing a few more instances of 
strong play, as they had all night, in the end it was the young 
Carolina sensation that won it for his club. It was the second 
straight game that the right-handed winger won it for the 
team, winning it tonight with a shot that banked off of the 
back of Gibson and in. The Ducks put together one final rush 

with their net empty, but the visiting team held them at bay, 
closing out their second straight win to start the trip. 

They Said It: 

Rod Brind'Amour's assessment of the game: 

"I was kind of two games for me. I thought we were not very 
good at the start and they were really on us in the first 
period. We were fortunate to come out of there even. Freddie 
made some big saves and then we slowly started to get 
better. We'll take the win. That's a good team, they were 
playing fast and they were confident in what they were doing, 
that's for sure." 

Frederik Andersen on his performance tonight: 

"I felt good. The guys were really good in front of me, helping 
me out and letting me see the puck really easily. They threw 
a lot of pucks at me and we did a really good job of boxing 
out and cleaning up the rebounds when there were some." 

Seth Jarvis after scoring his second consecutive game-
winner: 

"It's awesome. To help the team win is huge. Missing that 
penalty shot kind of sucked, so I was happy to get one back 
for the boys. I was happy for us to get two points, especially 
here in Anaheim. 

What's Next?: 

The team busses to Los Angeles tonight ahead of Saturday 
afternoon's meeting with the Kings, their third contest of the 
trip. 

Bonus Notes: 

 Defenseman Brett Pesce made his return to the 
lineup, playing his first game since November 3. He 
logged 20:48 of ice time. 

 In total, Frederik Andersen finished with 31 stops on 
32 shots. Per NHL Public Relations, he required the 
fewest games by a Hurricanes/Whalers goaltender 
to record 10 wins in a season, besting the previous 
mark set by James Reimer (13 games, 2020-21). 

 Seth Jarvis became just the fourth teenager in 
franchise history to record back-to-back game-
winning goals, becoming the first to do so since 
Andrei Svechnikov in 2019, also courtesy NHL 
Public Relations. 

 Jarvis' penalty shot was the first since Jeff Skinner's 
on 12/1/17 (h/t @CanesStats. 
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 The rookie's six shots on goal were also a game-
high. Canes defensemen Brady Skjei and Jaccob 
Slavin each had five, tied for second. 

 

 

 

 

Hurricanes end Ducks winning streak at eight; Terry extends run to 16 

By Dan Arritt  

ANAHEIM -- Troy Terry scored to extend his point streak to 
16 games, but the Anaheim Ducks eight-game winning 
streak ended with a 2-1 loss to the Carolina Hurricanes at 
Honda Center on Thursday. 

John Gibson made 29 saves for the Ducks (10-5-3), who 
also had a 10-game point streak end. 

"We've been able to hang in there and play with, basically, 
every team so far," Ducks coach Dallas Eakins said.  

Seth Jarvis scored the tiebreaking goal in the third period, 
and Frederik Andersen made 31 saves for the Hurricanes 
(13-2-0), who have won three in a row. 

"We'll take the win," Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour said. 
"[The Ducks] are a good team. They're playing fast and I 
thought they were real confident in what they were doing." 

Terry extended his point streak when he scored at 11:03 of 
the first period to tie it 1-1. He carried the puck into the zone 
on a rush and fed Adam Henrique to his left. Andersen then 
saved Henrique's wrist shot from the left circle, but Terry 
came in behind and pushed the puck across the goal line. 

Terry has scored 22 points (12 goals, 10 assists) during his 
streak, the third longest in Ducks history, and remained tied 
with Connor McDavid of the Edmonton Oilers for the longest 
streak in the NHL this season. McDavid scored against the 
Winnipeg Jets on Thursday. 

"We had all kinds of chances to win that game, and they 
were able to get one on us in the third and shut it down," 
Terry said. "That's the step we've been taking. ... We're not 
happy with just playing with teams now, our mindset is 
different." 

Terry had a chance to put the Ducks ahead in the second 
period, but he shot wide of the open net off a backdoor pass 
from Ryan Getzlaf. 

"I knew [the pass] was coming, it wasn't a surprise to me, 
and I've got to put that in the net," Terry said. "I know that I 
had [a goal] tonight, but that's where I've got to take that next 
step." 

Gibson saved a penalty shot by Jarvis at 1:20 of the third 
period to keep the game tied, but Jarvis was able to give the 
Hurricanes a 2-1 lead at 9:34 when he banked the puck off 
Gibson from below the goal line during a scramble around 
the net. 

"Helping the team win is huge," Jarvis said. "Missing that 
penalty shot kind of [stinks], so I was happy to get one back 
for the boys." 

Ethan Bear scored his first of the season to give the 
Hurricanes a 1-0 lead at 4:44 of the first period. Martin Necas 
paused with the puck above the left circle before passing to 
Bear, who had cut to the net on a backdoor move.  

"The game had a bit of everything," Brind'Amour said. "Had a 
lot of grind in there and some good physical play." 

NOTES: Terry and McDavid are the first NHL players to 
bring a point streak of at least 15 games into the same day 
since Evgeni Malkin of the Pittsburgh Penguins and Steven 
Stamkos of the Tampa Bay Lightning brought 15-game point 
streaks into March 6, 2010. ... Terry, McDavid and Vegas 
Golden Knights forward Jack Eichel are the only NHL players 
since 2011 with points streaks of at least 16 games before 
the age of 25. ... Corey Perry owns the longest point streak 
in Ducks history (19 games in 2009-10). Teemu Selanne is 
second (17, 1998-99). … Jarvis, 19, is the fourth teenager for 
the Hurricanes/Hartford Whalers to score the game-winning 
goal in back-to-back games. Andrei Svechnikov, Sebastian 
Aho and Elias Lindholm are the others. ... Carolina 
defenseman Brett Pesce returned after missing six games 
with a lower-body injury. He had a blocked shot in 20:48. ... 
Getzlaf has eight assists in the past five games. ... Anaheim 
had won seven of the previous eight games against Carolina.
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Carolina snaps Ducks’ 8-game win streak with 2-1 victory 

By Greg Beacham 

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Seth Jarvis scored the tiebreaking 
goal midway through the third period, and the Carolina 
Hurricanes snapped the Anaheim Ducks’ eight-game winning 
streak with a 2-1 victory Thursday night. 

Ethan Bear scored his first goal of the season and Frederik 
Andersen made 31 saves against his former team for the 
Hurricanes, who improved to 13-2-0 after hanging on to win 
a well-played game between surging clubs. Carolina has 
won three straight, including the first two on its six-game 
West Coast road trip. 

“Coming in, we knew they were feeling pretty good and 
playing with a lot of confidence,” Andersen said. “We knew 
we had a good test for us, but that’s something that focuses 
us and gets us concentrated on playing our game.” 

Troy Terry extended his scoring streak to 16 games with a 
first-period goal for the Ducks, who hadn’t lost since Oct. 29 
and hadn’t scored fewer than three goals in a franchise-
record 12 straight games. 

John Gibson’s career-best winning streak ended at seven 
games despite 29 saves for the Ducks, including a stop of a 
third-period penalty shot by Jarvis with 18:40 to play. The 
Carolina forward atoned eight minutes later by banking the 
puck off Gibson’s back from behind the net for his third goal 
of the season. 

“Missing the penalty shot, it was good to come back and get 
one for the boys,” said Jarvis, who also scored a third-period 
tiebreaking goal at Vegas two nights earlier. “I give myself a 
20-second rule (after a mistake). You can’t dwell on things 
that long, especially when the game moves as fast as this 
one did.” 

Anaheim’s 10-game streak with a point ended along with its 
winning streak, which was tied for the third-longest in team 
history. Both were the longest active streaks in the league, 
but the Ducks still got several ovations from a Honda Center 
crowd grateful to watch an exciting team again after three 
straight nonplayoff seasons. 

“We’re a rebuilding team, but we’ve got our head above 
water,” Anaheim coach Dallas Eakins said. “We’ve been able 
to hang in and play with every team this year. ... (Carolina) is 
the best team in the league, I think. And if they’re not, they’re 
in the top two or three.” 

Bear put the Hurricanes ahead in the opening minutes by 
converting an exceptional cross-ice, backdoor pass from 
Martin Nečas. 

Terry then smacked home a rebound of Adam Henrique’s 
shot for a tying goal and the latest point in his streak, which 
began exactly one month ago on Oct. 18. Captain Ryan 
Getzlaf got the secondary assist for his 1,001st career point. 

“Now that this streak is over and behind us, we just need to 
refocus and go on the road,” Henrique said. “Good teams 
don’t let losses pile up. ... I think that we showed that we can 
play in different games and play in a certain way against 
different teams. The challenge is to get back to the winning 
side now.” 

TROY’S TALLY 

Terry’s 16-game streak matches the current run by Connor 
McDavid, who also scored for Edmonton on Thursday. 

Terry’s 12 goals are more than all but one Ducks player 
scored during the entire 2020-21 season, when Anaheim 
finished last in the NHL in scoring. The Ducks have been 
utterly transformed this season, playing an up-tempo, 
aggressive style that has left them scarcely resembling last 
year’s team despite a nearly identical roster. 

But Terry wasn’t happy afterward, saying the Ducks 
squandered too many scoring chances. 

“Our mindset is different now,” he said. 

HI FREDDIE 

Andersen spent three successful seasons on Pacific 
Division-winning teams in Anaheim, backstopping the Ducks 
to the 2015 Western Conference finals. He teamed up with 
Gibson to win the Jennings Trophy in 2016, but the Ducks 
traded him to Toronto shortly afterward because Andersen 
was due for a contract extension. 

Max Comtois and Sam Steel, the two forwards chosen with 
the draft picks sent by the Maple Leafs, are both regulars for 
the Ducks, although Comtois missed his third straight game 
Thursday with an upper-body injury. 

UP NEXT 

Hurricanes: At Kings on Saturday. 

Ducks: At Predators on Monday.
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Hurricanes play the Kings on 3-game win streak 

Carolina Hurricanes (13-2-0, first in the Metropolitan) vs. Los 
Angeles Kings (8-6-2, third in the Pacific) 

Los Angeles; Saturday, 4 p.m. EST 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Kings +127, Hurricanes -
151; over/under is 5.5 

BOTTOM LINE: Carolina heads into a matchup against Los 
Angeles as winners of three consecutive games. 

The Kings are 5-3-0 at home. Los Angeles ranks fourth in the 
Western Conference with 34.2 shots per game and is 
averaging 2.6 goals. 

The Hurricanes are 7-1-0 on the road. Carolina ranks third in 
the Eastern Conference averaging 5.9 assists per game, led 
by Andrei Svechnikov with 0.7. 

The teams match up Saturday for the first time this season. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Anze Kopitar leads the Kings with 
eight assists and has 16 points this season. Alex Iafallo has 
five goals and five assists over the last 10 games for Los 
Angeles. 

Svechnikov leads the Hurricanes with 18 points, scoring 
seven goals and adding 11 assists. Tony DeAngelo has 
three goals over the last 10 games for Carolina. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Kings: 7-2-1, averaging 2.7 goals, 4.6 
assists, three penalties and 6.5 penalty minutes while giving 
up 1.8 goals per game with a .941 save percentage. 

Hurricanes: 8-2-0, averaging 2.9 goals, 5.2 assists, 4.8 
penalties and 10.9 penalty minutes while giving up 1.9 goals 
per game with a .930 save percentage. 

INJURIES: Kings: None listed. 

Hurricanes: None listed. 
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NHL Rink Wrap: Thursday blowouts; Ducks’ streak ends 

By James O'Brien  

Top players from Thursday in the NHL 

Kirill Kaprizov, Wild 

By Kirill Kaprizov’s lofty standards, he’d been off to a mildly 
underwhelming start. (At least if you can set standards in a 
runaway Calder Trophy-winning season that was, 
nonetheless, truncated.) 

Heading into Thursday’s NHL action, Kaprizov was limited to 
three goals and 11 points in 15 games. Strong by most 
players’ standards, but then again, there’s that “standards” 
business again. With his immense skill, Kaprizov already set 
expectations high. Haggling to get a $9M cap hit only raised 
the bar. 

So, this must have been a heartening development. On a 
night with multiple blowouts, Kaprizov sparked a lopsided 
Wild win over the Stars by scoring a goal and three assists. 
Just like that, he’s a hair away from being a point-per-game 
player (15 in 16) this season. 

Don’t count Kaprizov and the Wild out in the Central Division 
title race. 

Highlights from NHL on Thursday 

Really nice shots of Claude Giroux showing off his really 
great hands for a really nice goal. Giroux also scored a goal 
in the dying seconds of regulation to send this game to OT. 
The Lightning won, but Giroux helped the Flyers secure a 
point. 

Nice bit of passing to set up Sidney Crosby‘s first goal of the 
season. By the way, it makes sense to mush Crosby and 
Giroux highlights together, because they’re best friends. 

Circling back to Flyers – Lightning, their overtime period 
included zero stoppages. (Gets out of breath just thinking 
about it.) 

Might as well soak in that Kaprizov-fueled Wild win: 

Thursday’s NHL takeaways 

Hurricanes end Ducks’ winning streak at eight games 

The Ducks came into Thursday’s NHL action with some 
impressive streaks: eight consecutive wins, and 10 games 
with at least a point. Both of the Ducks’ streaks ended 
against the Hurricanes, but that doesn’t mean Anaheim 
stopped turning some heads. 

In particular, the Ducks impressed during the first period. 
That’s not just because Troy Terry scored his 12th goal of 
the season, pushing his point streak to a ridiculous 16 

games. (Only Corey Perry [19 games] and Teemu Selanne 
[17] own longer streaks in Ducks history than Terry. Also, we 
barely missed Perry and Terry being a thing. For more than 
57 minutes and 21 seconds.) 

Anyway, the Ducks were right there with the dominant 
Hurricanes, and not just on the scoreboard. Through the first 
20 minutes, the Ducks dominated high-danger chances, 
besting the Hurricanes 8-3 in the first period. As the game 
went along, that battle evened out, but managing a virtual 
draw as Carolina is a win in itself. 

In defeat, the Ducks impressed almost as much as they did 
during that eight-game winning streak. 

Plenty of blowouts, or at least one-sided NHL games, on 
Thursday 

Sheesh, some teams weren’t messing around. The Flames 
clobbered the Sabres 5-0, and the Penguins were even 
harsher (6-0) to the Canadiens. Call it revenge for relocation, 
but either way, the Wild really handed it to the Stars (7-2). 
There were also some 4-1 games, though the Devils kept 
Spencer Knight busy enough that a blowout probably doesn’t 
apply there. 

As we go deeper into the 2021-22 season, it’s possible we 
may see more “rich gets richer” nights. Some teams are 
really getting on the same page. Fatigue is setting in. Injuries 
and COVID can also widen the gaps between two 
opponents. 

Of all the NHL teams that were blown out on Thursday, the 
Canadiens may feel the worst. The Penguins doubled the 
Canadiens in high-danger chances at even-strength (12-6). 
That disparity was a little worse if you count special teams 
(15-6).  Just about every meaningful metric favored 
Pittsburgh. And, of course, there was that 6-0 final score. 

It’s the sort of loss that gets your head coach trending for 
dubious reasons. 

Consider Markstrom a leading Vezina candidate 

On one hand, there were signs that the Flames were 
improving defensively under Darryl Sutter. On the other 
hand, that defense didn’t exactly look like a lockdown, elite 
group. 

So, while Jacob Markstrom lingered as a potential Vezina 
Trophy dark horse, few penciled him in as a favorite. He’s 
undeniably on the radar as December approaches, however. 

Granted, people who only look at records might not get it yet; 
Markstrom’s a pedestrian 6-3-4. All of the other numbers are 
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glowing, though. In just 13 games played, Markstrom already 
boasts five of the Flames’ six shutouts. 

That already easily marks Markstrom’s most shutouts in a 
single season. Last year’s three shutouts marked a previous 
career-high, and he came into this season with a mere eight. 

At times with the Canucks, Markstrom looked elite. Voters 
love shiny objects like shutouts, so if he can get some wins 
and not let that save percentage (.942) droop too much, 
Markstrom may earn some hardware this season. 

Friday’s big story 

Another rough Canucks home game? 

In a recent NHL Rink Wrap, we wondered if a home loss to 
the Avalanche would make the seats even hotter for 
Canucks GM Jim Benning and head coach Travis Green. For 
fans, the temperature boiled over more than once. During 
that loss to the Avs, there were indeed “Fire Benning” chants 
from Canucks fans. 

Benning admitted he found that “upsetting,” but as of this 
writing, the Canucks’ GM and head coach remain installed. 
In speaking to the press on Thursday, Benning and Green 
acknowledged that the Canucks are frustrated, yet mostly 
pumped up staying the course. 

This situation presents a tug-o-war. 

On one side, you have the immediate pressure from fans, 
getting stronger with every loss — especially when they can 
voice their displeasure at home. Facing a Jets team closing 
off a back-to-back set, the Canucks only have so many 
excuses if they lose on Friday. 

That said, there’s that other side pulling away. While 
Benning’s in his eighth year as GM, plenty have called for his 
ousting before. Time and time again, Benning dodged those 
bullets. If the Canucks keep losing and he stays put, we 
might need Benning to get a leather jacket, because this 
would be Neo-level stuff. 

Thursday’s NHL scores 

Flames 5, Sabres 0 
Maple Leafs 2, Rangers 1 
Penguins 6, Canadiens 0 
Panthers 4, Devils 1 
Blues 4, Sharks 1 
Lightning 4, Flyers 3 (SO) 
Wild 7, Stars 2 
Oilers 2, Jets 1 (SO) 
Blue Jackets 5, Coyotes 4 (SO) 
Golden Knights 5, Red Wings 2 
Hurricanes 2, Ducks 1 
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They Said It: Brind’Amour, Jarvis, Andersen break down hard-fought win over Ducks 

By Alec Sawyer  

Great teams find ways to win games, and that’s exactly what 
the Carolina Hurricanes did Thursday night in Anaheim.  

The Canes snapped the Ducks’ eight-game win streak with a 
2-1 victory, as Frederik Andersen came off a long break to 
put in an incredible performance that was capped off by Seth 
Jarvis’ second straight game-winning goal.  

Ethan Bear had his first goal as a member of the Hurricanes 
early in the game to get Carolina ahead, as the Canes 
battled for 60 minutes against a very good Ducks team to 
earn a hard-fought two points.  

Following the win, head coach Rod Brind’Amour, Jarvis and 
Andersen spoke with members of the media. Here is what 
they had to say: 

*A note: I couldn’t hear the in-person questions tonight from 
the Zoom feed, so I’m making an assumption on the gist of 
most of the questions based on the answers. 

Rod Brind’Amour 

On the win: I thought we were not very good at the start, and 
they were really good. They were on us the first period. We 
were really fortunate to come out of there even. Freddie 
made some big saves. We slowly kind of got a little bit better, 
and I thought our third period was our best period. We’ll take 
the win. That’s a good team. They’re playing fast. I thought 
they were real confident in what they were doing, that’s for 
sure.  

On the game: I think the game had a bit of everything. It had 
a lot of grind in there. Some good, physical play. I thought 
our game got better as it went along.  

On Andersen: That’s the difference, right? We weren’t good, 
and he allowed us to kind of hang in there and build our 
game. I don’t think we were ever great in this game, that’s for 
sure, but he was. If you want to have one player be great on 
your team every night, that’s the guy.  

On Jarvis bouncing back from the missed penalty shot: That 
says a lot about him. He was a little upset, you could tell, that 
he didn’t score there on the penalty shot. I think it was his 
next shift maybe that he gets it. He’s been good for us, 
obviously. I think he had four or five other good opportunities 
tonight, too. He’s definitely proven his worth, for sure.  

On the key to winning on the road: I think it’s just the guys 
come to play. For the most part all year we’ve been pretty 
good. I think we’ve had one stinker. Tonight was a stinker to 
start, but we got to our game. Like I said, our goalie kept us 

in it. We’re generally pretty consistent with our game. I think 
that helps when you play on the road.  

On the Ducks: They’re the hottest team in the league, and 
you can see why. We don’t get to see them very much over 
the last couple years. You can see why their record is what it 
is and why they were on that run. They’re good. That’s a 
really good team over there. A lot of young talent. You can 
really see that they’re going to be something as they move 
forward.  

On if this win was a little better because of how they won: 
They’re all good, but it was better because I don’t think we 
were very good in this game. To be able to get a win like that 
is one of the better ones because we probably didn’t deserve 
it.  

On getting Andersen a break before this game: I think it was 
huge. The schedule was what it was early, and we didn’t feel 
like we overcooked him. That goalie position is so important. 
And just a mental break, to give him that, it kind of refreshed 
him hopefully for another little run here coming up.  

On if he’s running out of adjectives for Jarvis: Yeah. I think 
you’re right. For a young kid to be a factor pretty much every 
game that he’s played in, that’s a sign of something special. 
You don’t necessarily have to be on the scoresheet, but he’s 
around. He’s definitely creating chances for himself and 
other teammates. He’s been good, no doubt.  

On Bear: It was obviously a huge goal because, like I said, I 
didn’t like our first period. That was a big goal for us. He’s 
been good. I think he’s getting better. He’s getting used to 
how we want him to play. There’s still areas for him to 
continue to grow, and I think he has the best partner to 
continue to do that with. No question about it.  

Seth Jarvis 

On getting the game winner again: Yeah, it’s awesome. To 
help the team win is huge. Missing that penalty shot kind of 
sucked, so I was happy to get one back for the boys. Getting 
two points here especially in Anaheim where they were hot, 
that’s always the goal. 

On his penalty shot: First off, I was tired. I kind of regained 
my composure. I came down and was thinking a fake shot 
backhand, but I saw he wasn’t moving very much. I tried to 
just fake him and beat him down low, but he’s a good goalie 
for a reason and he read it.  

On getting the win in a game where the team wasn’t its best: 
That’s awesome. I think tonight we didn’t play as good as we 
wanted to. We didn’t come in here as good as we wanted to. 
But to get the two points is what really matters. But we have 
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some building blocks, and we’ve got to get ready for the next 
game.  

On moving on from the penalty shot miss: I give myself a 20-
second rule. I think about it for 20 seconds and get mad 
about it, then I let it go. You can’t dwell on things that long, 
especially in a fast game like that. You’ve got to move 
forward, and whatever happens happens.  

On Andersen: He’s awesome every night. He was stellar 
again. He made some huge saves. That’s all you can ask for 
him, to make the big saves. I thought he had a goal tonight, 
but it just wasn’t. 

Frederik Andersen 

On how he felt: Good. The guys were really good in front of 
me, letting me see the puck pretty easily. They threw a lot of 
pucks at me, and we were ready for that. The guys did a 

good job of boxing out and getting out the rebounds when 
there were some. I felt good.  

On his near empty net goal: Yeah, it was coming in slow right 
on my stick. I just kept my head down and tried to score, but 
Cam [Fowler] made a great play there. I didn’t get much on 
it. I think he did a good job of coming back.  

On the challenge of Anaheim: I think coming in we knew they 
were feeling pretty good, too. I think they had won eight 
straight or something like that. They were playing with a lot of 
confidence. We knew we had a good test for us, but that’s 
something that helps us out to focus on our game and play 
our way. That’s what it takes. You’ve got to play up to your 
standards to win on the road.  

On starting slow: I would say they probably had the better 
first, but I think we got better as we went on. It takes a full 
60-minute effort.  

  

Canes clip Ducks’ wings with Jarvis winner, Andersen gem 

By Alec Sawyer  

It was a battle between two of the NHL’s best in Anaheim 
Thursday night, as the 12-2-0 Carolina Hurricanes took to 
the ice against the Ducks, who entered on an eight-game win 
streak.  

Something had to give, and it came in the third period in the 
form of Canes’ rookie Seth Jarvis, who netted his second 
straight game-winning goal to snap Anaheim’s win streak 
and move the Hurricanes to 2-0 on the westward road trip 
with a 2-1 victory.  

The game before the Jarvis winner was a battle, a physical 
affair that looked exactly like a game between two very good 
teams. The Canes weren’t their best, though Frederik 
Andersen was marvelous in goal, but they fought against a 
good Ducks team.  

Ethan Bear scored his first goal as a member of the 
Hurricanes in the first period, opening up the scoring by 
finishing a fantastic pass from Martin Necas. Anaheim’s Troy 
Terry tapped in a rebound later in the first for the Ducks only 
goal. 

The battle between the pipes was a good one as well, as 
Andersen was really, really good in his first game in nearly a 
week. Andersen stopped 31 of 32 shots faced, doing some 
phenomenal work in the second period to keep it tied. John 
Gibson was good in the loss for the Ducks, turning away 29 
of 31 shots faced.  

It was Anaheim that got most of the chances in the opening 
few minutes but the Canes who got the first goal, as Necas 
delivered an unbelievable pass to Bear for his first Carolina 
goal.  

Necas got the puck and patiently skated with it, seeing a 
window open up through the entirety of Anaheim’s defense 
to Bear breaking towards the net on the back side. Necas’ 
pass was perfect and Bear did everything he needed to with 
it, ripping a shot past Gibson to make it 1-0.  

Other than the Bear goal, it was the Ducks that really 
seemed to hold an edge in the first period. Terry tied the 
game just over the midway point, tapping in a late rebound 
off Andersen after an initially great save.  

The first period came to an end with Anaheim leading the 
shot battle 17-11, with Andersen looking very sharp early 
after nearly a week off.  

The second period was all about Andersen for the Canes, as 
Carolina again didn’t play its sharpest hockey in a period that 
saw both teams get a little chippy and physical.  

Both teams had power plays in the middle frame, with 
Carolina getting a 4-on-3 for a bit, but neither team found the 
back of the net. Andersen was certainly the reason Anaheim 
didn’t score on either of its man advantages, with the 
Carolina netminder standing on his head a little bit in the 
second. 

The Hurricanes got a golden opportunity to break through for 
the lead early in the third period, as Jarvis got in on a 
breakaway and was pulled down from behind. Jarvis was 
awarded a penalty shot but couldn’t do much with it, as he 
skated slowly towards the net and put one straight into 
Gibson’s pad.  

Jarvis was denied on the penalty shot but wouldn’t be denied 
his goal, as he followed up his own rebound in the third and 
shot it off the back of Gibson and into the net. Andrei 
Svechnikov made a good play to crash the net and create a 
rebound, which Jarvis followed up quickly before scoring on 
his second effort.  

The Hurricanes got some more brilliance from Andersen 
down the stretch, as the Danish goalie just simply would not 
be beaten by the Ducks.  

Carolina will be back in action Saturday afternoon in Los 
Angeles for a meeting with the Kings.  
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The Duck stops here: Jarvis game-winner snaps Anaheim’s win streak  

By Bryan Pyrtle 

Not all goals look the same, but they all count the same. 

The Carolina Hurricanes (13-2-0) exemplified this on 
Thursday, Nov. 18 when they handed the Anaheim Ducks 
(10-5-3) their first loss since Oct. 29. A nifty cross-ice pass 
by center Martin Necas set up defenseman Ethan Bear for 
the game-opener and his first goal as a Hurricane, while a 
scrappy game-winning goal by center Seth Jarvis put the 
Canes ahead 2-1 with 10:26 to go. 

“Missing that penalty shot kind of sucks so I was happy I 
could get one back to the boys,” Jarvis said. “Coming out 
with two points especially here in Anaheim, they've been hot, 
which is obviously the main goal.” 

Jarvis made mention that his go-ahead goal had a 
redemption arc to it as well. With 18:40 left in the third, Jarvis 
earned a penalty shot after Ducks defenseman Cam Fowler 
held him up on a breakaway chance. Jarvis could not 
capitalize on the opportunity however, making a ham-handed 
effort on net and never really testing netminder John Gibson. 

Canes goaltender Frederik Andersen made some key saves 
of his own, especially early on. Carolina surrendered 17 
shots in the first period, the most it has allowed in a single 
period all season, but Andersen held the Ducks to just one 

goal in the opening 20 minutes before battering down the 
hatches for the latter 40. 

“They threw a lot of pucks at me, especially early,” Andersen 
said. “I think they didn’t think that we were ready for that, but 
the guys did a good job of boxing out and clearing out the 
rebounds when there were some.” 

The name of the game was the forecheck for both sides, as 
the Ducks and the Hurricanes skated up and down the ice 
generating shot after shot, but only three goals resulted from 
those 63 combined shots. Anaheim kept its forecheck 
physical as well, racking up 28 hits compared to the Canes’ 
14. 

“They’re the hottest team in the league and you could see 
why,” said head coach Rod Brind’Amour. “We don't get to 
see them very much over the last couple of years. You could 
see why their record is what it is and why they were on that 
run.” 

Nevertheless, the Ducks are the latest victim of a surging 
Hurricanes squad that sits top of the league in points 
percentage. Carolina will stay on Pacific Coast time when it 
takes another talented west-coast team in the Los Angeles 
Kings, who have 15 points in their last 10 games. 

Puck drop against the Kings is scheduled for 4 p.m. ET on 
Saturday, Nov. 20. 
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GAMEDAY: SHOOTING OUR SHOT 

CHICAGO WOLVES (8-3-1-0) 
AT ROCKFORD ICEHOGS (3-6-1-0) 

Friday, Nov. 19 | 7 p.m. | MetroCentre | AHLTV |  Facebook 
Live 
 

SHOOTING OUR SHOT 

Not many American Hockey League teams enjoying firing 
pucks at the net as much as the Chicago Wolves do. Head 
coach Ryan Warsofsky’s crew enters tonight’s game at 
Rockford ranked third in the league with 34.67 shots per 
game. 

The Wolves have three players among the AHL’s Top 50 in 
shot attempts — and they’re all members of the team’s top 
line. Left wing C.J. Smith shares 13th place with 40 shots, 
center Andrew Poturalski shares 21st place with 38 shots 
and right wing Stefan Noesen shares 24th place with 37 
shots. 

As a whole, the Wolves have been particularly trigger-happy 
since last Friday’s game at Rockford — when they outshot 
the IceHogs 16-1 in the first period on the way to a 4-1 
victory. 

After piling up 34 shots last Friday, the Wolves launched 39 
shots Saturday against Toronto, 38 shots Sunday against 
Toronto and a season-high 48 shots during Wednesday’s 2-1 
overtime victory at Grand Rapids. Those 48 shots, by the 
way, are the most by a Wolves team in a regular-season 
game since a 50-shot outburst during a 5-2 loss on Jan. 9, 
2016, at Texas. The 48 shots are tied for the 17th-highest 
total in Wolves history. 

There’s a reasonable chance the Wolves will improve their 
shots per game average tonight. Rockford ranks last in the 
AHL in shots allowed (37.40), but also ranks last in shots for 
(21.50). The Wolves have contributed to both of these totals 
by stacking up 77 shots in their two meetings with Rockford 
this season while allowing just 41. 

GETTING THOSE ROAD DUBS 

Wednesday’s overtime victory at Grand Rapids improved the 
Wolves’ road record to an AHL-best 6-0-0-0. The Utica 
Comets (5-0-0-0) and Stockton Heat (4-0-0-0) are the only 
other teams that have maximized their road opportunities. 
Despite this excellence — which features a league-best +13 
goal differential — this Wolves crew still has a ways to go to 
crack the team’s record book. 

This marks the Wolves’ 10th road winning streak of at least 
six games in their 28-season history. The record is owned by 
the 1999-2000 squad that won nine straight from Feb. 25 to 
March 30 on the way to the Turner Cup championship. The 
craziest thing about that streak? Each of the last six games 
was won via shootout. Current Wolves general manager 
Wendell Young won two of those shootouts and eventual 
postseason MVP Andrei Trefilov won the other four. 

This year’s Wolves haven’t even set the record for most wins 
to start a season. That mark belongs to the 2006-07 squad 
that opened on an 8-0-0-0 spree while outscoring their foes 
45-17. That group enjoyed breaking home teams’ hearts so 
much, they pieced together a six-game road winning streak 
just one month later. 

we are the wolves 

This weekend marks the first of three times this season when 
the Wolves and IceHogs will play each other on back-to-back 
nights. On all three occasions (which include Dec. 31-Jan. 1 
and Feb. 11-12), Rockford hosts the first game and Chicago 
the second. 

Saturday’s contest is the Wolves’ third annual Red Kettle 
Game presented by the Salvation Army. This is the time of 
year when the most people are in need, which means 
supporting the Salvation Army’s wide variety of services 
becomes particularly important. To find the best tickets for 
the Red Kettle Game, contact a Wolves ticket representative 
HERE or call 1-800-THE-WOLVES. 

LAST TWO GAMES 

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 17: CHICAGO 2, (at) GRAND RAPIDS 
1 

 Thirty-one seconds into overtime, captain Andrew 
Poturalski slalomed through three defenders and 
deked the goaltender to score the game-winner at 
Van Andel Arena. 

 Forward Jamieson Rees scored his first of the 
season to give the Wolves a 1-0 lead in the second. 
Jack Drury assisted on his goal and Stefan Noesen 
assisted on Poturalski’s winner. 

 Goaltender Alex Lyon stopped 26 shots to earn the 
win. 

SUNDAY, NOV. 14: TORONTO 2, (at) CHICAGO 1 (OT) 
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 With 1.3 seconds remaining in overtime, Toronto 
rookie center Semyon Der-Arguchintsev scored to 
give the visitors the extra point at Allstate Arena. 

 Center Maxim Letunov extended his point streak to 
four games with a first-period goal that was assisted 
by forward Jamieson Rees and defenseman Joey 
Keane. 

 Goaltender Eetu Makiniemi rejected 25 of 27 shots. 

By the numbers 

4: When Wolves center Andrew Poturalski beat three 
defenders and a goaltender to score the game-winning 
overtime goal Wednesday at Grand Rapids, it marked the 
fourth time in the 27-year-old’s career he has won a game in 
OT. Poturalski earned his first OT winner on Feb. 24, 2017, 
in a 5-4 home win for the Charlotte Checkers over the 
Cleveland Monsters. He notched his other two overtime 
winners for the Checkers during the 2018-19 season that led 
to the Calder Cup — the first on Dec. 2 at Providence and 
the second on Dec. 29 at Laval. Poturalski has delivered 21 
game-winning goals during his six-year career — 18 in the 
regular season and 3 in the Calder Cup Playoffs. 

10: The Chicago Wolves’ penalty-kill crew has snuffed their 
opponents’ last 10 power plays and 16 of the last 17 overall. 
That has improved the team’s success rate from 69.2 
percent to 79.1 percent, which stands 19th in the 31-team 
AHL. The only successful power play against the Wolves 
since the first period of the Nov. 7 win over Milwaukee 
occurred last Friday at Rockford when Brett Connolly scored 
at 16:31 of the third period when the IceHogs pulled their 
goalie in order to gain a 6-on-4 advantage. “We’re finding our 
identity and who we can trust in that situation and that’s been 
good,” said Wolves head coach Ryan Warsofsky. The 
majority of the team took turns killing penalties during 
Wednesday’s win at Grand Rapids, though Max Lajoie and 
Cavan Fitzgerald were the first defensemen pairing for all 
three penalty kills. In fact, Lajoie, Fitzgerald and forward 
Spencer Smallman had to stay on the ice for the first 1:45 of 
the Griffins’ second power play. 

35: Four days before the season began, the Wolves’ social 
media team asked each player and coach to state their 
opinion on who’s the GOAT in sports. While most answered 
along the lines of “Tom Brady” or “Tiger Woods,” rookie 
goaltender Eetu Makiniemi (who wears No. 35) stood out for 
declaring Tuukka Rask as the greatest of all time. While that 
might be a bit of a stretch, the 22-year-old Finland native has 
been putting up numbers like his Stanley Cup-champion 
countryman. Makiniemi enters today’s game ranked sixth 
among all AHL netminders in goals-against average (1.99). 
The Carolina Hurricanes’ fourth-round pick in the 2017 NHL 
Draft shares fourth in wins (5) and stands eighth in save 
percentage (.929). 

48: When the Wolves launched 48 shots in Wednesday’s 
game at Grand Rapids, it marked the 23rd time in the team’s 
28-season history that they fired at least 48 shots in a 
regular-season game. Of those 23 games, the Wolves own 
19 wins, 2 losses and 2 shootout losses. Those 48 shots 
also set a Wolves record against Grand Rapids, which is 
particularly impressive because the Wolves and Griffins have 
been battling since 1996 and Wednesday’s game was the 
174th regular-season meeting in their long rivalry. The 
previous mark was 47, which occurred during a 5-1 Grand 
Rapids win on Oct. 16, 2004. 

200: Today’s game serves as the 200th professional game 
for Orland Park native David Gust. The 27-year-old forward 
has spent his entire professional career in the American 
Hockey League since being graduated from The Ohio State 
University in 2017. Gust has been an important part of the 
Wolves offense this season as he ranks fourth on the squad 
with 7 points (3G, 4A) in 11 games. In two seasons with 
Bakersfield, one with Charlotte and one-plus with the 
Wolves, Gust owns 47 goals, 52 assists and a +16 
plus/minus rating. 

414: Since the Wolves organization played its first game on 
Oct. 1, 1994, a total of 707 players have suited up for 
Chicago. Center Stephen Harper was the latest to make his 
debut when he played last Friday night at Rockford. When 
goaltender Zach Fucale became the first goalie in 
Washington Capitals history to earn a shutout in his debut 
Thursday night, he became the 414th Wolves alum to 
compete in the greatest league in the world. Put another 
way, 58.6 percent of all Wolves have played in the NHL. 

NEXT FIVE GAMES 

Saturday, 
Nov. 20 

vs. 
Rockford 

7 p.m. Allstate Arena My50 

Friday, Nov. 
26 

at Grand 
Rapids 

6 p.m. Van Andel Arena AHLTV  

Saturday, 
Nov. 27 

vs. 
Rockford 

7 p.m. Allstate Arena My50 

Sunday, 
Nov. 28 

vs. Grand 
Rapids 

3 p.m. Allstate Arena My50 

Thursday, 
Dec. 2 

vs. Iowa 7 p.m. Allstate Arena AHLTV  

  

All games are streamed on AHLTV. 
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article255947097.html 

https://theathletic.com/2965483/2021/11/19/nhl-power-rankings-ducks-climb-while-hurricanes-hold-down-the-top-spot/ 
https://www.wralsportsfan.com/gold-canes-after-dark-part-2/19989165/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-jarvis-nets-game-winner-again-as-canes-top-ducks/c-328109440 
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-anaheim-ducks-game-recap/c-327814462 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-ethan-bear-carolina-hurricanes-anaheim-ducks-a76b73587a19dea7c39cbb6b248a253c 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-los-angeles-carolina-hurricanes-andrei-svechnikov-d9f326add5f341f88cf76ec1e992e06f 

https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/11/19/nhl-rink-wrap-thursday-blowouts-ducks-streak-ends/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/11/19/22790907/they-said-it-brindamour-jarvis-andersen-break-down-hard-fought-win-over-ducks 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/11/19/22790874/canes-clip-ducks-wings-with-jarvis-winner-andersen-gem 
https://www.technicianonline.com/sports/the-duck-stops-here-jarvis-game-winner-snaps-anaheim-s-win-streak/article_bd24a752-4901-11ec-9eb6-

ff8dc6cf5d37.html 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/11/19/gameday-shooting-our-shot/ 
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Five takeaways from the Carolina Hurricanes’ road win over the Anaheim 
Ducks 

 

Chip Alexander 

 

Five takeaways from the Carolina Hurricanes’ 2-1 road victory Thursday 
over the Anaheim Ducks, ending the Ducks’ eight-game winning streak: 

-- No doubt about the game’s first star. Rookie Seth Jarvis had the 
winning goal -- again -- but it was Frederik Andersen’s night. Well-rested 
after six days off, the goalie was back in the crease at the Honda Center, 
where he once played so well for the Ducks. He was sharp, he was 
focused and he had a slew of high-quality saves among his 31 stops to 
stymie the Ducks, the hottest team in the league. 

“We weren’t good and he allowed us to hang in there and kind of build 
our game,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “I don’t think we were 
ever great in this game but he was.” 

-- Jarvis, headed back to junior hockey? Nope. Those days are over. 
He’s staying -- for now, on the Canes’ top line with Sebastian Aho and 
Andrei Svechnikov. 

Jarvis was stopped on a penalty shot, his first in the NHL, by goalie John 
Gibson in the third but later scored to push the Canes ahead 2-1 with a 
shot from behind the net that glanced off Gibson. He has three goals in 
his eight games and had two goals disallowed. 

Jarvis said he used the “20-second rule” after missing on the penalty 
shot. “I think about it for 20 seconds, get mad about it and then let it go,” 
he said. “You can’t dwell on things.” He didn’t. 

-- For almost two periods, this was more like the jet-lag game for the 
Canes, who had plenty of jump Tuesday at Las Vegas put appeared to 
drag at times against the Ducks. That changed in the third, when the 
Canes (13-2-0) made their push to win and improve to 7-1 on the road, 
the best in the NHL. 

“I think the guys come to play and for the year I think we’ve had one 
stinker,” Brind’Amour said. “Tonight was a stinker to start but we got to 
our game and our goalie kept us in it..” 

Andersen (10-2-0) faced 17 shots in the first, the most against the Canes 
in a period this season. The Canes got out of the period with a 1-1 tie as 
defenseman Ethan Bear scored his first with Carolina, and it was 1-1 
entering the third as Andersen continued to turn away shots and the 
Canes had some strong penalty kills in the second. 

-- The Canes have a stouter look on the back end with Brett Pesce in the 
lineup. The D pairs fit together well with Pesce playing with Brady Skjei, 
Bear with Jaccob Slavin and Ian Cole with Tony DeAngelo. It just feels 
right. 

Brendan Smith did his part filling in for an injured Pesce and had a game-
winning goal against the St. Louis Blues, but Pesce solidifies the lineup. 
Smith does give the Canes experienced depth and will be needed again. 

-- The Ducks (10-5-3) look a lot like the Canes, with a veteran center 
who’s the captain (Ryan Getzlaf), a young scoring forward (Troy Terry), 
sound D corps and a nice mix of older and younger guys. They pressure 
the puck, stay aggressive, play with an edge and appear to have few 
weak links in the lineup. 
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“We’ll take the win,” Brind’Amour said. “They’re the hottest team in the 
league and you can see why. They’re really fast and you could tell they 
were really confident in what they were doing. The game had a little of 
everything. Had a lot of grind in there, some good physical play.” 
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Is it time for the Kings to trade Gabe Vilardi and what are their options 
after his AHL demotion? 

 

By Lisa Dillman Nov 18, 2021  

 

Gabe Vilardi will soon be playing in the American Hockey League for the 
first time in about 21 months. The Kings sent him down to Ontario on 
Tuesday, and the Reign’s next game is when they host the Stockton 
Heat on Sunday. 

Vilardi had an impressive 2021 training camp, and looked as if he was 
developing some chemistry with Lias Andersson and Vladimir Tkachev 
on a productive third line. Andersson got hurt in the final preseason 
game, and once the regular season started, Vilardi’s play tailed off, and 
he became a healthy scratch on Oct. 30 after contributing just one point, 
a goal, and was a minus-five and had seven shots on goal in seven 
games. 

Then Vilardi was placed in the COVID-19 protocol and in his absence, 
the team went on a run — points in eight straight games, including seven 
straight wins — heading into Tuesday’s 2-0 loss against the visiting 
Washington Capitals. Now, he’s found himself moving back down what is 
an ever-more crowded organizational depth chart. 

All of which begs the question: Is Vilardi, a first-round draft choice in 
2017, reaching a crossroads in his NHL or Kings’ career? 

At 22, it’s clearly too early to dismiss Vilardi’s NHL aspirations. Injuries 
have cost him development time. 

Given that the Kings’ pipeline is full of prospects of roughly similar age 
and pedigree, it’s easy to get leapfrogged by others — such as Rasmus 
Kupari — who are moving faster along the development path. 

Compounding matters for Vilardi is that the Kings also filled two top-six 
places in the lineup from outside the organization by adding Phillip 
Danault from Montreal (via free agency) and Viktor Arvidsson from 
Nashville (via trade). 

At any given time, there are only roster spots available for 13 or 14 
forwards on every NHL team. At the moment, the new faces up front and 
the emerging talent from the prospect pool has left Vilardi on the outside 
looking in. 

So, what happens next? 

The reality is, there’s a long NHL history of players who get stuck with 
their first team and need a fresh start elsewhere. 

Vilardi might be at that juncture now. 

Because there is a danger in holding onto a prospect too long — until 
they reach a point, where they no longer are perceived to have an NHL 
upside. Fortunately, NHL teams have — in recent years — been more 
inclined to move out prospects, to salvage some value for their rights and 
to give them a chance to get a foothold in a different organization that 
may have different needs. 

There are plenty of recent examples around the league of finding 
success in their second or third home, beginning with Florida, which has 
become the home of the career reboot. 

Two good recent examples: Sam Bennett and Anthony Duclair. 

Bennett, who was the No. 4 pick in 2014, couldn’t crack the top six in 
Calgary and flitted from wing to center and back. In Florida, they had a 
defined need for a No. 2 center and it didn’t hurt that the No. 2 center got 
to play alongside the dynamic Jonathan Huberdeau. Bennett showed 
scored consistently in junior, but rarely showed flashes of his offensive 
abilities in Calgary. But in Florida, playing up the depth chart, he’s 
thrived. The two — Bennett and Vilardi — are different types of players, 
but both have some obvious skill. 

Duclair, meanwhile, started his NHL career with the New York Rangers, 
and didn’t really find his stride until his fifth NHL home in Ottawa, which 
inexplicably cut him loose after he scored 40 points in 66 games in the 
2019-20 season. He’s continued that prosperity with the Panthers (32 
points in 43 games last season and 14 points in 16 games this season). 

Duclair, incidentally, also went back for a stint in the AHL in 2016-17, 
after failing to sustain his rookie success, a 20-goal, 44-point season with 
the Arizona Coyotes. 

Sometimes, it takes four to five seasons before a player finally hits his 
NHL stride. 

Internally, the Kings’ hope is that Vilardi regains his confidence in 
Ontario, perhaps finds a home on the wing. If he were to flourish again in 
the AHL, it might boost his trade value if the Kings ultimately opt for that 
route. 

And if that’s a path they may eventually explore, where would be a good 
home for a 6-foot-3, 203-pounder, No. 11 draft choice? 

Athletic colleague Joe Smith told me the Kings had two scouts watching 
the Tampa Bay-New York Islanders game earlier this week. Tampa Bay 
lost its entire third line after winning the Stanley Cup last year and traded 
away a lot of its top prospects and high draft choices to get a 
championship roster in place. 

Someone like Vilardi would find the pipeline not nearly as crowded in 
Florida as it is in Southern California. 

The rebuilding Arizona Coyotes — a team at the opposite end of the 
competitive spectrum — look like a possible landing spot as well. 

The Coyotes loaded up on draft choices in the past 12 months, trading 
away NHLer after NHLer in order to bank draft capital going forward. 
Eventually, though, you need someone to play on your NHL team — and 
Vilardi could play far higher up the depth chart in Arizona than he ever 
could in Los Angeles. Arizona has some draft capital that it could 
theoretically spend — the Kings traded away a second-rounder in 2021 
and a third-rounder in 2022 for Arvidsson. Moving Vilardi could help them 
recoup some of the draft choices they’ve traded away. 

Impressions from L.A.’s loss to the Capitals 

Arvidsson’s return: It was only natural there would be a bit of game rust 
for Arvidsson, who hadn’t been in the lineup since Oct. 30 against 
Montreal because of time spent in COVID-19 protocol and a subsequent 
and unrelated illness. 

The energy was there against the Capitals in 17 minutes of action and 
the willingness to fire away will never go away (four SOG) but it will take 
more time to sort out a few reads with Anze Kopitar and Dustin Brown on 
the first line. Adrian Kempe dropped down to the third line with Kupari 
and Trevor Moore. 

“We’ll get the timing back with him and, obviously Brownie and find the 
chemistry again,” Kopitar said. 

Mirror, mirror: There was precious little space to operate — until things 
opened up in the final seven to eight minutes. Kings coach Todd 
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McLellan described the tight game between the Kings and Capitals as 
“playoff-ish.” 

He went on to make another point about the similarities between the 
teams and how it might help the Kings going forward. 

“I thought the teams played a mirror image of each other,” he said. 
“Which was good for us to play in, to understand what it feels like to play 
against ourselves. A lot of structure is the same both ways. But the ability 
to check is there right now for our group. That’s going to have to stay 
there.” 

The Captain and the Kids: The last time Alex Ovechkin played a game at 
Staples Center — Feb. 4, 2020 — he left with a hat trick, finishing it off 
on an empty-netter. 

This time, he left with no points. It was only the fourth time this season 
Ovechkin has been held off the scoresheet, the other three times were in 
Anaheim on Tuesday and against Philadelphia on Nov. 6 and at Tampa 
Bay on Nov. 1. 

The D pair tasked with trying to keep Ovechkin in check were a 22-year-
old (Mikey Anderson) and a 20-year-old (Tobias Bjornfot). 

“Ovi is obviously one of the best, if not the best scorers,” McLellan said. 
“Two young kids like that — to eat those minutes up against him is pretty 
admirable. They’ve got to be feeling really good about themselves right 
now. Growing right in front of us.” 

And for some video evidence … 

BJORNFOT HELPS QUICK STOP PROTAS WRAP AROUND CHANCE: 
HTTPS://T.CO/JAULDPVLTW#LAKINGS #GOKINGSGO #ALLCAPS 
#WSHVSLAK PIC.TWITTER.COM/8MDGVQTZEV 

— ERIC (@KINGSGIFS2) NOVEMBER 18, 2021 

As for the captain, Kopitar had the best quote of the night, on the overall 
mood after their first loss in regulation since Oct. 28 against the Winnipeg 
Jets. 

“It’s definitely hopeful,” Kopitar said. “We’re not going to go sit in the 
corner and suck our thumb over this one.” 
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California Dreaming: Can the Ducks, Sharks and Kings keep this up? 

 

By Dom Luszczyszyn Nov 18, 2021  

 

The last couple of seasons have been uncharacteristically gloomy in 
California. The halcyon days of the Pacific Division always went through 
the Golden State, the most feared road trip in hockey — a gauntlet 
against three of the league’s best clubs. 

That hasn’t been the case since the 2018-19 season when both Anaheim 
and Los Angeles dropped to the bottom of the standings. San Jose 
followed suit the following year with all three teams landing in the 
league’s bottom five. They were close to repeating the feat in 2020-21, 
too. 

Going into this season, more of the same was expected with the majority 
of fans, pundits, models and oddsmakers agreeing that it would be very 
unlikely for any team from California to make some noise this season. 
Los Angeles wasn’t ready yet, San Jose was over the hill, and Anaheim 
just plain lacked talent. It looked grim and it showed in the trifecta’s 
collective playoff odds: 43 percent between the three of them in the 
league’s weakest division. Of course, that the three resided in it was part 
of the reason for that reputation. 

What a shock it is then to see all three teams start the season the way 
they have. It feels like 2014 again with the way the Ducks, Kings and 
Sharks have looked to start the season — all three are playing well 
above expected. It’s safe to say nobody saw this coming. Their current 
combined playoff percentage: 94 percent, meaning there’s a very good 
chance there’s at least one California team in the playoffs come April. 

That’s part of the fun of hockey, the unpredictability of it all. There’s 
always chaos, especially early in the season and while fans are free to 
enjoy the ride while it lasts, my job is unfortunately to parse out fact from 
fiction. It’s about separating the signal from the noise during this weird 
part of the season where it is early, but trends are beginning to emerge.  

Basically, I’m the fun police. It’s not as fun as the moniker suggests, but 
the key is managing expectations over a long season. Any team can get 
hot over a short stretch of time, but figuring out whether it’s dependable 
and, yes, sustainable is important. 

The Ducks, Kings and Sharks have all started the 2021-22 season hotter 
than anyone imagined. Can they keep it up? 

Sonny Milano and Trevor Zegras. (Kirby Lee / USA TODAY) 

Anaheim Ducks 

Record: 10-4-3, on pace for 111 points 

Preseason 

Points: 73.2 points 

Playoffs: 2 percent 

Current 

Points: 89.7 points 

Playoffs: 40 percent 

It’ll be a lot of fun if Anaheim makes the playoffs. A lot of fun. It was 
2017-18 when the Devils made the playoffs despite starting the season 
with a four percent chance, and the Ducks might be able to out-do that 
feat here. Two percent is where the team started the season and they’ve 
already increased that heavily, jumping up 20-fold all the way to 40 
percent. A surprise eight-game winning streak will do that, which has 
been enough to propel the team’s projected point total up 16.4 points 
already. 

The Ducks started the season as a bottom-three team in the minds of 
many, mostly because that’s exactly where they landed last season, a 
season after finishing fifth last. They looked like a team with aging and 
ineffective veterans mixed with a few young talents who didn’t look like 
they quite had what it took to become true difference-makers. There was 
potential, but the team needed everything to go right for that to be 
realized. 

That’s exactly how the start of the season has felt. Troy Terry has 
emerged as a star, a few other young guns have played well, Ryan 
Getzlaf has found the fountain of youth, key defenders have bounced 
back and, most importantly, John Gibson looks like John Gibson again. 
Everything is clicking. 

That doesn’t mean everything will continue to click, however. It doesn’t 
take much effort to recall Buffalo starting red hot in back-to-back years 
before falling back to where the team was expected to be in the second 
half. The first time it happened for the Sabres was over 34 games (where 
the team was 20-9-5) so half of that isn’t enough to start thinking playoffs 
yet. There’s still a lot to prove. 

There are just no guarantees in this league, especially for a team many 
expected to be bad. Those priors shouldn’t be abandoned and a below-
average expected goals rate suggests the team is due for some 
regression. To their credit, the 48.8 percent is indeed a step up from prior 
seasons (they were at 45.3 percent last year), but that’s not a strong 
enough number to remain confident the Ducks will keep up their current 
pace.  
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The bigger thing is the team’s special teams which have seen a major 
glow-up this season. The underlying numbers haven’t changed much 
from year to year when Anaheim’s special teams were among the 
league’s worst at both ends of the ice, so that should lead to some 
skepticism going forward. The penalty kill may be able to stay strong 
thanks to Gibson, but without any true high-end forwards, it’s difficult to 
see Anaheim maintain a top 10 power play. Last season the Ducks were 
dead last by a sizeable margin. Maybe that’s good coaching, maybe 
that’s regression after an impossibly bad season last year, but I’d 
personally bet on that power play efficiency coming down given the 
personnel available. That it’s the team’s second power play unit doing 
most of the damage should be enough to give pause. 

With all that being said, there are some encouraging enough signs from 
the team’s start to have faith in Anaheim hanging in the race and making 
things interesting. Terry won’t score a point every game, but he’s 
establishing himself as a true top-line player that can produce and drive 
play. The team’s top line is dangerous and Getzlaf’s resurgence has 
been a treat to witness. I was personally skeptical given his recent 
trajectory, but he’s clearly still got game. And as long as Gibson is 
Gibson, the Ducks have a fighting chance in every game. He’s currently 
projected as a legitimate top 10 goaltender in the league. 

Anaheim has the best chance at making the playoffs of any California 
team and right now it looks like the Ducks are the team everyone was 
most wrong about. They may not be this good, but it’s safe to say they 
aren’t bad either. 

The San Jose Sharks. (David Berding / USA TODAY) 

San Jose Sharks 

Record: 7-5-2, on pace for 93 points 

Preseason 

Points: 85.8 points 

Playoffs: 25 percent 

Current 

Points: 87.2 points 

Playoffs: 28 percent 

The Sharks came into the season without much fanfare, but the team 
had a sneaky good offseason which led to the highest projected point 
total of any of the California teams. It was a bit shocking given many 
were much more excited about the Kings, but the Sharks have some 
strong veterans and did a lot of addition by subtraction over the summer. 

So far, so good as the team is on pace for 93 points, though that 
difference, relative to the preseason projection, isn’t all that shocking. It’s 
fewer than 10 points, and a single loss the other way would’ve had the 
team right on target. 

Like the Ducks, the key appears to be goaltending — specifically the play 
of James Reimer. He looked like a major upgrade going into the season 
and has lived up to the bargain so far with a .944 and six goals saved 
above expected in just eight games. Adin Hill’s awful start has undone a 
lot of that great work, but combined the team is getting above average 
goaltending which is better than many could’ve imagined.  

That needs to be maintained in order for the Sharks to keep up this pace, 
much more so than the other two teams as San Jose has been the 
weakest five-on-five team of the three. The Sharks currently rank 26th 
with a 46.8 percent expected goals rate, a mark that just isn’t playoff 
caliber. Part of the reason for that, though, is that the team played 
several games missing key players due to COVID-19 protocol. That 
makes it tough to judge what the Sharks really are from a team 
perspective. 

Star resurgence has been a focal point of the hot start and, in this case, 
it’s Logan Couture and Erik Karlsson looking closer to their old selves 
again. That’s provided a major boost so far, but keeping it up may be 

tricky. The Sharks’ stars are relatively young compared to the other aging 
stars in California so that helps, but given recent performances over the 
last few years, it’s fair to wonder whether this level is something they can 
sustain. 

What really helps the Sharks’ chances is the big Timo Meier breakout 
that’s finally happening. He looked like a burgeoning star a few seasons 
ago, the last time San Jose made the playoffs, but took a step back in 
recent years. He’s found his way again with 14 points in 10 games and 
elite five-on-five play. The difference between Meier and, say, Terry on 
the Ducks is that Meier has a longer history of playing at this level. He’s 
done it before and that makes it easier to believe it’s a level he can 
maintain.  

That goes a long way in believing in the Sharks, especially if Couture and 
Karlsson can keep up their play, too. There are issues across the lineup, 
but the same is true of all the California teams, who all still have flaws 
despite strong starts. For the Sharks, the veteran core is easier to have 
faith in, but the team’s goaltending is definitely sketchier. Add a rough 
scoring chance share to the mix and it’s likely the Sharks drop to where 
their preseason projections had them. They’re already not far off.  

Anze Kopitar and Alex Iafallo. (Gary A. Vasquez / USA TODAY) 

Los Angeles Kings 

Record: 8-6-2, on pace for 92 points 

Pre-Season 

Points: 83.0 points 

Playoffs: 16 percent 

Current 

Points: 86.8 points 

Playoffs: 26 percent 

Of all the California teams, the Kings entered the season with the most 
hype attached to them. Each California team had some aging veteran 
stars left over from the glory days, but it was Los Angeles that seemed 
the most promising. The team’s prospect pipeline also looked the most 
promising — add a strong offseason to that mix and it wasn’t hard to 
envision a 2021-22 season where the Kings found a way to sneak into 
the postseason. 

Early on it felt like that might come true, especially in the opener when 
the Kings stomped all over Vegas. Anze Kopitar and Drew Doughty 
lighting it up early made it feel like the former superstars were ready to 
drag the new-age Kings back to the playoffs, but the injury gods had 
other plans. Doughty, playing his best hockey in years, suffered a huge 
injury creating a massive chasm on the Kings’ blue line. That looked like 
it would be hard to recover from (especially after already losing star 
prospect Quinton Byfield) and the Kings started the season 1-5-1. It 
looked bleak. 

Until it didn’t, thanks to a seven-game winning streak. When you’re hot, 
you’re hot and the Kings turned things around quickly with some 
dominant play. The streak was broken with an overtime loss against the 
Jets, but that was still a point to add to the team’s impressive record. A 
92-point pace is nothing to scoff at for a team that’s still sort of rebuilding, 
and the banked points have pushed the Kings’ point projection into the 
mid-80s with 10 extra percentage points in playoff odds compared to the 
start of the season before Wednesday night’s loss to Washington. 

While the loss of Doughty for an extended period of time makes it difficult 
to really believe the Kings can keep this up long term, the team does 
have the most promising underlying numbers of the three California 
teams. Los Angeles is right at average in terms of expected goals 
percentage which is usually enough to be playoff-caliber. What the Kings 
will need is continued strong goaltending, though that’s where it’s likely 
the team comes back to earth a bit. At five-on-five, Los Angeles is 
currently 18th in expected goals against per 60 at 2.42, but second in 
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goals allowed at 1.59. That’s a wide gap that will likely shrink as the 
season progresses. 

What the Kings have proven so far is that they can be a team good 
enough to hang around in the playoff race, but anything more still feels 
iffy. Kopitar’s production has dried up after a hot start and though Phillip 
Danault and Viktor Arvidsson have added some quality depth to the top 
six, it still isn’t enough. None of the kids have really stepped up enough 
to be confident in the forward group overall, and the team’s defensive 
depth feels like a house of cards waiting to collapse without Doughty. To 
his credit, Mikey Anderson has put up some solid five-on-five numbers, 
but his goal rate looks like it’s driven substantially by offense he has little 
to do with. 

It does help to have vintage Jonathan Quick patrolling the net, especially 
with Cal Petersen starting slow — but given his last few seasons, can we 
really expect that to last? Maybe, but just not to this current degree 
where he’s saved 6.1 goals above expected over eight games prior to 
Wednesday night (where he was stellar once again). It’ll likely take 
continued elite goaltending for the Kings to make the dance and that’s a 
difficult thing to depend on. 
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11/18 Practice – Kempe/Brown swap spots + Looks into chances, 
finishing, Clague’s development 

 

By Zach Dooley 

 

The Kings hit the ice again this morning off of yesterday’s 2-0 defeat 
against Washington. 

Last night’s game wasn’t necessarily one that the Kings were upset with 
overall. They checked extremely well and they did the things that they 
wanted to do in a lot of areas of the game. That did not include the goal 
column, however, and when you don’t score, you can’t win. 

This morning, the Kings made one adjustment to their line combinations, 
at least on the first run-through of a drill that featured line rushes. Adrian 
Kempe was in a gray jersey, slotting up alongside Anze Kopitar and 
Viktor Arvidsson, with Dustin Brown in white, skating next to Rasmus 
Kupari and Trevor Moore. 

Todd McLellan noted that the top line hasn’t quite given the Kings the 
same level of offensive threat as of late that they did earlier in the 
season. 

“That line hasn’t had as many dangerous chances as it did earlier in the 
year, so we’ve got to shake the tree a little bit,” he said. 

When you aren’t scoring a ton of goals at 5-on-5, typically change 
comes. McLellan remained complementary of Brown, who now adds an 
element of physicality and leadership to the third line with Kupari and 
Moore. 

“He’s 37 years old, he leads us in hits, he’s shot the puck and he’s 
played a hard, aggressive game, he’s doing a lot of the things,” McLellan 
said. “He’s provided leadership and he’s done the things that you ask of 
him, it’s just not going in for him right now. Brownie will be just fine where 
he goes, he just needs to pop one in the net and I think things will come 
for him.” 

Speaking with Trevor Moore today, he was excited about the possibility 
of adding Brown to his line. That’s a player who brings a wealth of 
experience to any unit, and Moore pointed out his wide array of 
contributions as being things that he’s excited about linking up with. 

“Physicality, all of the things that Brownie does,” Moore said. “He can 
score, he can pass, he’s been a really good player in the league for a 
long time. Obviously, a super impressive career, it’s always great to play 
with a guy like that.” 

Here’s how the group aligned during today’s skate – 

Kempe – Kopitar – Arivdsson 

Iafallo – Danault – Athanasiou 

Moore – Kupari – Brown 

Lemieux – Lizotte – Kaliyev 

Andersson, Grundstrom 

Edler – Roy 

Bjornfot – Anderson 

Maatta – Clague 

Strand 

Quick / Petersen 

Good Morning, El Segundo! 

Small shuffle this morning, Kempe skating with Kopitar/Arvidsson and 
Brown with Kupari/Moore. pic.twitter.com/n7lxwzZ5dk 

— Zach Dooley (@DooleyLAK) November 18, 2021 

Focus On Scoring 

After last night’s game, McLellan felt that his team created enough 
opportunities to score a couple of goals and last night, a couple of goals 
is all it would’ve taken. He lamented his group’s “polish” in those 
scenarios and felt that they made an extra pass when a shot would’ve 
been the play or didn’t capitalize on a set of odd-man rushes when they 
presented themselves. 

Last night’s metrics show that the Kings had enough opportunities in 
terms of both quantity and quality to get a win. Looking strictly at 5-on-5 
play, the Kings created 12 high-danger opportunities, their third-highest 
total of the season. Their 28 scoring chances for were their fourth most of 
the season and in terms of overall shot attempts, the Kings posted their 
third-highest total of the season. 

“I think we had a bit more of an offensively focused day today, I think 
they’re going to go in, you just have to keep at it and bear down,” Moore 
said, when asked about the matter. “The more that you don’t put them in, 
the more you really focus on them when they come to you. As a group, I 
think we’re going to get there, too many talented guys not to.” 

Speaking with Todd McLellan, he gave what I found to be a thought-
provoking answer to the question, of how do you work on finishing. 

It’s obviously situational, there’s not a one-size fits all approach. No two 
chances are the same. There’s the thought of can you work on that in a 
practice setting, but also the thought of does too much focus on that one 
area lead to complications. Do you want your players thinking in 
situations where they should be instinctively reacting? 

“Sometimes the more you work on it, the tighter the guys squeeze the 
stick,” McLellan said. “You can tell the guys that have played before, you 
sometimes go away from it. We talk a lot about our 2-on-1’s and now 
they get in the situation and instead of naturally reading what’s there, 
they begin to think and they squeeze the sticks. We’ve got to be careful. 
In and around the blue paint, we worked on some of that stuff today.” 

McLellan praised Saturday’s opponent, the Carolina Hurricanes, for their 
play around the net and called that an area of emphasis both offensively 
and defensively. Net play today centered around a specific drill the team 
ran midway through practice, which focused on smaller area situations 
around the net. 1-on-1 battles, 2-on-2 battles that benefitted all involved. 
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From an offensive perspective, there are the repetitions of getting shots, 
followed by second and third opportunities. Defensively, the Kings were 
able to work on tying up and boxing out, with goaltenders also tested in 
those situations. A drill that, ideally, benefitted all involved. 

“We’re working on boxing out, clearing the crease, goalies are getting 
stress situations there,” McLellan added. “Offensive and defensive, those 
are the best kinds of drills you can come up with, where everybody 
benefits from it. It was really short bursts, so we weren’t expending a lot 
of energy, but we were specifically working on situations.” 

Answer The Kale 

With now nine games under his belt, defenseman Kale Clague is settling 
into his role with the Kings. 

He’s averaged just over 18 minutes per game, he’s stepped into a spot 
on the top power-play unit and he’s finally getting an extended run of 
games here with the Kings, after playing sporadically over the last two 
seasons. Todd McLellan took some time to reflect a bit on Clague’s path 
this morning. 

“To think about what [Kale]’s been through as an individual, he’s been in 
our organization for a long time, he’s waited for his opportunity,” McLellan 
said. “He earned an opportunity a little bit last year, didn’t quite capitalize 
on it. This year, he had to start down below, an opportunity knocked at 
his door, it doesn’t matter how you get here and who’s paying the price 
for that, but he got here and he’s played pretty well for us since then.” 

McLellan touched on Clague’s time with the first power-play unit, and 
said that at times, he’s still finding his way there. It can take some 
adjusting to enforce your own game on a unit that features so many 
highly skilled offensive players. The man advantage is Clague’s place to 
shine right now and he’s slowly but surely doing those things on the top 
unit. 

In terms of even strength, Clague has partnered both Alex Edler and Olli 
Maatta over the last stretch of games. It’s been at even strength that 
McLellan has seen noticeable growth from Clague, highlighting his 
positioning, and how that has opened up his physical gifts. 

“5-on-5 play, he really understands positioning now, where we want 
individuals to be on the ice,” McLellan said of Clague. “His time in the 
organization has helped him in that area, and when he’s positioned well, 
his size isn’t a detriment. He can use his legs, his mind, his stick to 
defend and get on offense. We’ve seen a lot of improvement in his 
game.” 

We spoke with Clague himself on a variety of topics earlier today. Hear 
from the young defenseman below – 

The Kings are set to practice again tomorrow at 11 AM at Toyota Sports 
Performance Center, in advance of Saturday’s matinee game against 
Carolina. The team is not expected to hold a morning skate on Saturday 
or Sunday, when they host Arizona at 7 PM. 
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Breakout hat trick sees Samuel Fagemo reap rewards of improved 
overall game 

 

By Jared Shafran 

 

It took 11 games and a span of almost a month, but the Ontario Reign 
were finally beaten in regulation last Friday, falling to the Tucson 
Roadrunners by an 8-4 score. The following night, Ontario bounced back 
in a big way, scoring six times to defeat Tucson and earn a split of the 
weekend road series. 

Saturday night’s star was forward Samuel Fagemo, who found the back 
of the net three times to record the first hat trick of his American Hockey 
League career. It was a breakout night on the scoresheet for the former 
second-round selection in the 2019 NHL Draft, who had scored three 
times prior, but only one of which came at a meaningful point in the game 
with the other two in the final minute of lopsided victories over San Diego. 

A quick look at his scoring statistics for the year might make you think 
Fagemo wasn’t at his best, but according to Reign Head Coach John 
Wroblewski, things have been quite the opposite. 

“I like Sammy’s game a lot lately,” said Wroblewski after Saturday’s 
victory. “He’s been asked to take on a penalty killing role, which, those 
extra minutes, they can sometimes detract from your offensive output 
because you’re mentally and physically just waned and taken away from 
your concentration point. But it’s really good for his development and he’s 
been playing a lot of momentum hockey for us.” 

Building off a 10-goal output in 32 games last season has always been 
the plan for Fagemo and even though pucks weren’t going in as often as 
he’d like at the beginning of his second year in North American pro 
hockey, the 21-year-old has focused on his all-around game. 

“I’m feeling good and confident right now,” Fagemo said. “It’s a fun 
feeling to score a hat trick for the first time in the AHL. That’s a nice 
feeling and I’ve just been focusing on doing the right things for 60 
minutes.” 

Seeing one of his top offensive players take the next step on plays away 
from the puck is something Wroblewski and the rest of his coaching staff 
are proud of. 

“He’s done a lot of things along the wall and he’s greatly improved his 
defensive zone coverage,” Wroblewski said. “He hadn’t found the back of 
the net in a while and so it’s really gratifying for the coaching staff to see 
Sammy get rewarded too.” 

Fagemo felt that it was important for him and his teammates to have a 
better night on Saturday after not performing their best in Friday’s loss. 

“It was a great feeling to bounce back from the game [Friday],” said the 
Goteborg, Sweden native. “We had a nice meeting in the morning and 
we scored six goals so I think we did a really good job.” 

Wroblewski mentioned the job on the penalty kill that Fagemo has taken 
on, but he’s also a fixture on the team’s power play, which has scored a 
league-high 15 goals in the team’s first 12 games. The unit has the best 
conversion percentage in the AHL at 27.3%. 

One of the architects of that group is Assistant Coach and former LA 
Kings forward Craig Johnson, who has worked closely with Fagemo and 
seen his success. 

“He’s doing a really good job net-front on the power play,” Johnson said. 
“He’s bringing pucks to the hole and he’s giving good support for a guy 
who’s been pretty good on the break-ins too.” 

Johnson also expanded on what he’s seen from Fagemo in the first 
month of the season, saying that the little things he’s been doing right 
may be even more important to his development than the points he’s 
putting up. 

“He competes really hard,” Johnson said. “The key to his development is 
going to be continuing to win his puck battles, learning the wall play and 
doing the little things. He’s a natural goal scorer, he has a great release 
and a great shot, and that part when the puck finds his stick, he’s really 
good at. Things weren’t going in for him early, but his work ethic was 
there, and he was doing a lot of little details. When you commit to those 
details, you’re going to be rewarded in the long run.” 

Johnson’s been working with the Swede since he first joined Ontario at 
the start of the shortened 2020-21 campaign after previously playing in 
his home country with Frölunda and Södertälje. He knew that there would 
be an adjustment period, but he’s seen Fagemo pick things up quickly. 
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“I think with any European that comes over it takes a little bit of time to 
adjust, whether it’s to the rink dimensions or just the pace of the play,” 
Johnson said. “Sammy’s done a really good job adjusting and he has a 
really bright future. He has to continue to get stronger and continue doing 
those little things to succeed.” 

A crowded prospect pool is allowing the Kings to be patient with their 
young talents from Sweden, like Fagemo, fellow second-round selection 
Helge Grans, as well as Jacob Moverare, who is also in his second 
season in North America. 

Johnson felt that while he’ll always be looked upon to score goals, 
Fagemo will need to round out the rest of his game before he will be truly 
ready to play in the NHL. 

“He’s coming from the Swedish system where he was always looked at 
as a power play guy and one of their top-line players,” Johnson said. “It’s 
good for him to learn the grind game, the North American game, and to 
learn those little details and how important they’ll be. Then when he does 
get an opportunity in the NHL, he’ll be ready.” 

While he still has work to do before he gets that chance, Fagemo made a 
great impression with Kings’ Head Coach Todd McLellan in August at 
Development Camp and then in September both in the Rookie Faceoff in 
Arizona and then at the team’s main training camp. After Fagemo scored 
an impressive goal in the team’s Kings vs. Kings showcase in Ontario, 
McLellan had high praise for the prospect. 

“I think Sammy gets lost in the talk, or the hype, about the early first-
round picks, but we haven’t forgotten about him, he’s a hell of a player,” 
McLellan said. “18 months ago, he was one of the top scorers at the 
World Juniors tournament, and he does a lot of things well. Not only did 
he score, but he checked well, he made smart plays with the puck in 
different areas. His game has grown, and he has an opportunity, he has 
a real good chance if he continues it.” 

The long-term goal will always be to earn a spot in McLellan’s lineup, but 
for the time being, Fagemo is focused on his play with the Reign. 

“We have a really skilled team, a great group of guys and we talk to each 
other,” Fagemo said of his current club. “I think it’s been a good start to 
the season.” 

This week Fagemo and the Reign face their toughest test yet, a pair of 
back-to-back games on Sunday and Monday against the first place 
Stockton Heat, who have also been on a long unbeaten streak to begin 
the year with a 9-0-2 record in their first 11 contests. Ontario is just 
behind Stockton in the standings and a pair of good results this weekend 
would put them back into the top spot in the Pacific Division. 
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James Reimer’s heroics not enough as San Jose’s road trip ends with a 
thud 

 

By CURTIS PASHELKA | cpashelka@bayareanewsgroup.com | Bay 
Area News Group 
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James Reimer gave the Sharks every chance to get back into their game 
with the St. Louis Blues on Thursday by making 32 saves through the 
first two periods. 

But on the last night of a five-game, 10-day road trip, the Sharks simply 
didn’t, or couldn’t, offer much support — at either end of the Enterprise 
Center’s rink. 

The Sharks allowed 48 shots in a 4-1 loss to the Blues and only a brilliant 
performance by Reimer kept the score from being much worse as San 
Jose finished their road trip with a 2-3-0 record. 

Brandon Saad had two goals and Robert Thomas and Jordan Kyrou 
each added one as the Blues ended a four-game losing skid. Jonathan 
Dahlen scored the lone goal for the Sharks (8-7-1), who didn’t much 
resemble the team that used tight defensive structure to help beat the 
Minnesota Wild 4-1 on Tuesday. 

Reimer faced 35 shots at even strength and 13 more on the penalty kill. 

Per statistician Darin Stephens, Thursday’s game marked the 12th time 
in Sharks history, and the first since Nov. 2002, that they allowed 48 
shots on goal or more in a 60-minute game. It was also the first time they 
lost such a game since March 1993, in their second season as a 
franchise. 

“There were high percentage shots in the slot a lot of times for them 
throughout the game,” Sharks defenseman Jacob Middleton said. “He 
(Reimer) made great saves. There’s nothing we can do but pat him on 
the back. We’ve got to be better in front of him.” 

Dahlen’s even-strength goal at the 8:16 mark of the second period cut 
the Blues’ lead to 2-1. But St. Louis got that goal back just 2:01 later, as 
Saad took a pass from Oskar Sundqvist on a Blues rush and tapped it 
past Reimer to restore his team’s two-goal lead. 

Saad’s first goal came at the 10:25 mark of the opening period, and he 
now has four goals in two games against San Jose this season. He also 
had two goals in the Nov. 4 meeting between the two teams at SAP 
Center. 

Reimer finished with 44 saves. 

“I think once you chase the game a little bit and you get down, I think that 
you start opening up and we had some turnovers tonight,” Sharks coach 
Boughner said. “I know a few of our defensemen tried to make high-
danger plays and tried to put pucks through people that got knocked 
down and went the other way.” 

Logan Couture thought he scored his seventh of the season at the 7:21 
mark of the first period for a 1-0 Sharks lead. But after a challenge by the 
Blues, it was determined that Dahlen was offside. 

Timo Meier assisted on Dahlen’s goal and now has points in 10 of his 11 
games this season. 

The Sharks have Friday off and will open a four-game homestand on 
Saturday against Alex Ovechkin and the Washington Capitals. 

The Sharks knew they had to be wary of the Blues’ power play, which 
came into Thursday ranked second in the NHL at 30.0 percent. 

With Kevin Labanc serving a tripping penalty, the Blues’ Ryan O’Reilly, 
after some quick puck movement inside the Sharks’ zone, put the puck 
toward the Sharks net and Saad, who had inside position on Brent Burns 
and tapped it into the open net. 

“I thought we had some good looks early on that we didn’t capitalize on,” 
Boughner said. “I thought that when we started getting back into the 
game and we were trading chances a little bit, we took a terrible penalty 
200 feet away from our net and they scored and it’s 1-0. Now we’re 
playing a little bit of catch-up.” 

The Sharks had the league’s top-ranked penalty kill at 90.2 percent 
coming into Thursday, but took three minors in the first two periods. 

“They work in unison and (Blues forward David) Perron gets on that one 
side, and O’Reill) feeds off that. They look for that little soft area, those 
little pop plays a lot,” Boughner said Thursday morning. “We have to 
have good sticks against that. Also, if they seam (pass) you, they’re 
looking to back door you right away with tip plays around the net. 

“Our (defense) has to be aware that if we get beat once through the 
seam, we can’t get beat twice.” 
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The Sharks were coming off an impressive win over Minnesota on 
Tuesday to improve to 2-2-0 on this five-game swing that started Nov. 9 
in Calgary and continued through Winnipeg and Colorado. 

The Sharks were also running into a Blues team that had lost four 
straight and hadn’t won in regulation time since their 5-3 victory in San 
Jose earlier this month. 

Perhaps that’s why St. Louis defensemen Robert Bortuzzo sought out a 
fight with Middleton shortly after the opening puck drop. 

Just three seconds into the game, Bortuzzo and Middleton dropped the 
gloves for a short-lived scrap, as Middleton connected with a right hand. 

“His team has had a rough past couple of games,” Middleton told the 
Sharks’ Audio Network between the first and second periods. “I wasn’t 
expecting anything that early, but he was pretty hot and heavy to start 
that first period and I had to oblige. I knew what he was doing. 

“It’s kind of ethic thing. You let him have that one. It was good, though.” 
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Can the San Jose Sharks win another road trip? 

 

By CURTIS PASHELKA | cpashelka@bayareanewsgroup.com | Bay 
Area News Group 
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The San Jose Sharks played 28 road games last season. Only twice 
were they able to win consecutive games away from home: two versus 
the Anaheim Ducks in March and two against the Los Angeles Kings in 
April. 

This season, the Sharks already have a three-game road winning streak 
to their credit, and now have a chance to close out a five-game road trip 
with a winning record by beating the St. Louis Blues tonight at Enterprise 
Center. Game time is 5 p.m. (PT). 

The Sharks are coming off an impressive 4-1 win over the Minnesota 
Wild on Tuesday to improve to 2-2-0 on this five-game swing that started 
Nov. 9 in Calgary and continued through Winnipeg and Colorado. 

They’re running into a Blues team Tuesday that has lost four straight 
games and hasn’t won in regulation time since a 5-3 victory at SAP 
Center in San Jose on Nov. 4. The Sharks are 5-4-0 on the road this 
season and St. Louis, in fourth place in the Central Division, are 3-3-1 at 
home. 

The Sharks are going with the same lineup as they had against the Wild, 
including goalie James Reimer, who will start for the third time in four 
games. 

“We’re coming into a bit of a hornet’s nest here,” Sharks coach Bob 
Boughner said. “They’ve lost four in a row and they switched their lines, 
and we know how that goes. We were talking this morning about just 
being ready. We know they’re going to come hard, but it’s more about us 
replicating what we did in Minnesota.” 

Boughner loved the details of Tuesday’s win. The Sharks blocked 18 
shots, led by three each from both Mario Ferraro and Brent Burns, stuck 
up for each other in a handful of instances, and were physical on the 
forecheck. 

The Sharks (8-6-1) enter Thursday in sixth place in the Pacific Division, 
six points back of the first-place Ducks. 

After tonight, the Sharks are home for games against Washington, 
Carolina, Ottawa, and Toronto. 

“We need the same effort from everybody,” Sharks center Tomas Hertl 
said. “We’ve won eight games this year because we play tight and 
together and we have to do it against a really good team tonight. 

“It’s a big game for us because it’s the last game on the road (before) a 
quick homestand, and we need these points because other teams in the 
Pacific Division are winning. We need this game tonight.” 

Despite having a .500 record on this trip so far, the Sharks have 
outscored the four teams they’ve played 5-3 in the third period. 

“I keep saying it’s a process throughout the game,” Boughner said. “that’ll 
pay dividends in the third period, wearing teams down and playing hard.” 

The Blues have scored four goals in their last 14 chances with the man 
advantage and enter Thursday with the NHL’s second-ranked power play 
at 30.0 percent. The Sharks, though, have the league’s top-ranked 
penalty kill at 90.2 percent, having killed 22 of their last 23 penalties. In 
the Nov. 4 meeting with St. Louis, the Sharks killed all four penalties they 
took. 

Jordan Kyrou has two goals and four assists on the power play for St. 
Louis, and David Perron has three goals and two assists. Torey Krug, 
Vladimir Tarasenko, and Robert Thomas have a combined one goal and 
11 assists on the man advantage this season. 

“They work in unison and Perron gets on that one side, and (Ryan 
O’Reilly) feeds off that and they look for that little soft area, those little 
pop plays a lot,” Boughner said. “We have to have good sticks against 
that. Also, if they seam (pass) you, they’re looking to back door you right 
away with tip plays around the net. 

“Our (defense) has to be aware that if we get beat once through the 
seam, we can’t get beat twice.” 

BOUGHNER ON THE CHANGE IN MEIER: Timo Meier has at least one 
point in nine of his 10 games this season and is coming off of a two-point 
performance Tuesday in Minnesota. 

Asked again about Meier on Thursday morning, Boughner said, “I think 
Timo’s come back and has tried to take on more of a leadership role in 
the dressing room. He’s a lot more vocal, he’s taken young guys under 
his wing, and he looks like he’s having a lot more fun. 

“I thought he put a lot of pressure on himself last year and sometimes 
when we talked, it was more confrontational. I think this year he’s more 
accepting of the teaching and the help. He’s enjoying it, and he should. 
He’s playing his game and he’s having fun.” 
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California Dreaming: Can the Ducks, Sharks and Kings keep this up? 

 

By Dom Luszczyszyn  

Nov 18, 2021  

  

The last couple of seasons have been uncharacteristically gloomy in 
California. The halcyon days of the Pacific Division always went through 
the Golden State, the most feared road trip in hockey — a gauntlet 
against three of the league’s best clubs. 
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That hasn’t been the case since the 2018-19 season when both Anaheim 
and Los Angeles dropped to the bottom of the standings. San Jose 
followed suit the following year with all three teams landing in the 
league’s bottom five. They were close to repeating the feat in 2020-21, 
too. 

Going into this season, more of the same was expected with the majority 
of fans, pundits, models and oddsmakers agreeing that it would be very 
unlikely for any team from California to make some noise this season. 
Los Angeles wasn’t ready yet, San Jose was over the hill, and Anaheim 
just plain lacked talent. It looked grim and it showed in the trifecta’s 
collective playoff odds: 43 percent between the three of them in the 
league’s weakest division. Of course, that the three resided in it was part 
of the reason for that reputation. 

What a shock it is then to see all three teams start the season the way 
they have. It feels like 2014 again with the way the Ducks, Kings and 
Sharks have looked to start the season — all three are playing well 
above expected. It’s safe to say nobody saw this coming. Their current 
combined playoff percentage: 94 percent, meaning there’s a very good 
chance there’s at least one California team in the playoffs come April. 

That’s part of the fun of hockey, the unpredictability of it all. There’s 
always chaos, especially early in the season and while fans are free to 
enjoy the ride while it lasts, my job is unfortunately to parse out fact from 
fiction. It’s about separating the signal from the noise during this weird 
part of the season where it is early, but trends are beginning to emerge.  

Basically, I’m the fun police. It’s not as fun as the moniker suggests, but 
the key is managing expectations over a long season. Any team can get 
hot over a short stretch of time, but figuring out whether it’s dependable 
and, yes, sustainable is important. 

The Ducks, Kings and Sharks have all started the 2021-22 season hotter 
than anyone imagined. Can they keep it up? 

It’ll be a lot of fun if Anaheim makes the playoffs. A lot of fun. It was 
2017-18 when the Devils made the playoffs despite starting the season 
with a four percent chance, and the Ducks might be able to out-do that 
feat here. Two percent is where the team started the season and they’ve 
already increased that heavily, jumping up 20-fold all the way to 40 
percent. A surprise eight-game winning streak will do that, which has 
been enough to propel the team’s projected point total up 16.4 points 
already. 

The Ducks started the season as a bottom-three team in the minds of 
many, mostly because that’s exactly where they landed last season, a 
season after finishing fifth last. They looked like a team with aging and 
ineffective veterans mixed with a few young talents who didn’t look like 
they quite had what it took to become true difference-makers. There was 
potential, but the team needed everything to go right for that to be 
realized. 

That’s exactly how the start of the season has felt. Troy Terry has 
emerged as a star, a few other young guns have played well, Ryan 
Getzlaf has found the fountain of youth, key defenders have bounced 
back and, most importantly, John Gibson looks like John Gibson again. 
Everything is clicking. 

That doesn’t mean everything will continue to click, however. It doesn’t 
take much effort to recall Buffalo starting red hot in back-to-back years 
before falling back to where the team was expected to be in the second 
half. The first time it happened for the Sabres was over 34 games (where 
the team was 20-9-5) so half of that isn’t enough to start thinking playoffs 
yet. There’s still a lot to prove. 

There are just no guarantees in this league, especially for a team many 
expected to be bad. Those priors shouldn’t be abandoned and a below-
average expected goals rate suggests the team is due for some 
regression. To their credit, the 48.8 percent is indeed a step up from prior 
seasons (they were at 45.3 percent last year), but that’s not a strong 
enough number to remain confident the Ducks will keep up their current 
pace.  

The bigger thing is the team’s special teams which have seen a major 
glow-up this season. The underlying numbers haven’t changed much 
from year to year when Anaheim’s special teams were among the 
league’s worst at both ends of the ice, so that should lead to some 
skepticism going forward. The penalty kill may be able to stay strong 
thanks to Gibson, but without any true high-end forwards, it’s difficult to 
see Anaheim maintain a top 10 power play. Last season the Ducks were 
dead last by a sizeable margin. Maybe that’s good coaching, maybe 
that’s regression after an impossibly bad season last year, but I’d 
personally bet on that power play efficiency coming down given the 
personnel available. That it’s the team’s second power play unit doing 
most of the damage should be enough to give pause. 

With all that being said, there are some encouraging enough signs from 
the team’s start to have faith in Anaheim hanging in the race and making 
things interesting. Terry won’t score a point every game, but he’s 
establishing himself as a true top-line player that can produce and drive 
play. The team’s top line is dangerous and Getzlaf’s resurgence has 
been a treat to witness. I was personally skeptical given his recent 
trajectory, but he’s clearly still got game. And as long as Gibson is 
Gibson, the Ducks have a fighting chance in every game. He’s currently 
projected as a legitimate top 10 goaltender in the league. 

Anaheim has the best chance at making the playoffs of any California 
team and right now it looks like the Ducks are the team everyone was 
most wrong about. They may not be this good, but it’s safe to say they 
aren’t bad either. 

The Sharks came into the season without much fanfare, but the team 
had a sneaky good offseason which led to the highest projected point 
total of any of the California teams. It was a bit shocking given many 
were much more excited about the Kings, but the Sharks have some 
strong veterans and did a lot of addition by subtraction over the summer. 

So far, so good as the team is on pace for 93 points, though that 
difference, relative to the preseason projection, isn’t all that shocking. It’s 
fewer than 10 points, and a single loss the other way would’ve had the 
team right on target. 

Like the Ducks, the key appears to be goaltending — specifically the play 
of James Reimer. He looked like a major upgrade going into the season 
and has lived up to the bargain so far with a .944 and six goals saved 
above expected in just eight games. Adin Hill’s awful start has undone a 
lot of that great work, but combined the team is getting above average 
goaltending which is better than many could’ve imagined.  

That needs to be maintained in order for the Sharks to keep up this pace, 
much more so than the other two teams as San Jose has been the 
weakest five-on-five team of the three. The Sharks currently rank 26th 
with a 46.8 percent expected goals rate, a mark that just isn’t playoff 
caliber. Part of the reason for that, though, is that the team played 
several games missing key players due to COVID-19 protocol. That 
makes it tough to judge what the Sharks really are from a team 
perspective. 

Star resurgence has been a focal point of the hot start and, in this case, 
it’s Logan Couture and Erik Karlsson looking closer to their old selves 
again. That’s provided a major boost so far, but keeping it up may be 
tricky. The Sharks’ stars are relatively young compared to the other aging 
stars in California so that helps, but given recent performances over the 
last few years, it’s fair to wonder whether this level is something they can 
sustain. 

What really helps the Sharks’ chances is the big Timo Meier breakout 
that’s finally happening. He looked like a burgeoning star a few seasons 
ago, the last time San Jose made the playoffs, but took a step back in 
recent years. He’s found his way again with 14 points in 10 games and 
elite five-on-five play. The difference between Meier and, say, Terry on 
the Ducks is that Meier has a longer history of playing at this level. He’s 
done it before and that makes it easier to believe it’s a level he can 
maintain.  
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That goes a long way in believing in the Sharks, especially if Couture and 
Karlsson can keep up their play, too. There are issues across the lineup, 
but the same is true of all the California teams, who all still have flaws 
despite strong starts. For the Sharks, the veteran core is easier to have 
faith in, but the team’s goaltending is definitely sketchier. Add a rough 
scoring chance share to the mix and it’s likely the Sharks drop to where 
their preseason projections had them. They’re already not far off. 

Of all the California teams, the Kings entered the season with the most 
hype attached to them. Each California team had some aging veteran 
stars left over from the glory days, but it was Los Angeles that seemed 
the most promising. The team’s prospect pipeline also looked the most 
promising — add a strong offseason to that mix and it wasn’t hard to 
envision a 2021-22 season where the Kings found a way to sneak into 
the postseason. 

Early on it felt like that might come true, especially in the opener when 
the Kings stomped all over Vegas. Anze Kopitar and Drew Doughty 
lighting it up early made it feel like the former superstars were ready to 
drag the new-age Kings back to the playoffs, but the injury gods had 
other plans. Doughty, playing his best hockey in years, suffered a huge 
injury creating a massive chasm on the Kings’ blue line. That looked like 
it would be hard to recover from (especially after already losing star 
prospect Quinton Byfield) and the Kings started the season 1-5-1. It 
looked bleak. 

Until it didn’t, thanks to a seven-game winning streak. When you’re hot, 
you’re hot and the Kings turned things around quickly with some 
dominant play. The streak was broken with an overtime loss against the 
Jets, but that was still a point to add to the team’s impressive record. A 
92-point pace is nothing to scoff at for a team that’s still sort of rebuilding, 
and the banked points have pushed the Kings’ point projection into the 
mid-80s with 10 extra percentage points in playoff odds compared to the 
start of the season before Wednesday night’s loss to Washington. 

While the loss of Doughty for an extended period of time makes it difficult 
to really believe the Kings can keep this up long term, the team does 
have the most promising underlying numbers of the three California 
teams. Los Angeles is right at average in terms of expected goals 
percentage which is usually enough to be playoff-caliber. What the Kings 
will need is continued strong goaltending, though that’s where it’s likely 
the team comes back to earth a bit. At five-on-five, Los Angeles is 
currently 18th in expected goals against per 60 at 2.42, but second in 
goals allowed at 1.59. That’s a wide gap that will likely shrink as the 
season progresses. 

What the Kings have proven so far is that they can be a team good 
enough to hang around in the playoff race, but anything more still feels 
iffy. Kopitar’s production has dried up after a hot start and though Phillip 
Danault and Viktor Arvidsson have added some quality depth to the top 
six, it still isn’t enough. None of the kids have really stepped up enough 
to be confident in the forward group overall, and the team’s defensive 
depth feels like a house of cards waiting to collapse without Doughty. To 
his credit, Mikey Anderson has put up some solid five-on-five numbers, 
but his goal rate looks like it’s driven substantially by offense he has little 
to do with. 

It does help to have vintage Jonathan Quick patrolling the net, especially 
with Cal Petersen starting slow — but given his last few seasons, can we 
really expect that to last? Maybe, but just not to this current degree 
where he’s saved 6.1 goals above expected over eight games prior to 
Wednesday night (where he was stellar once again). It’ll likely take 
continued elite goaltending for the Kings to make the dance and that’s a 
difficult thing to depend on. 
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After ‘confrontational’ relationship last season, Sharks’ Timo Meier earns 
Bob Boughner’s trust 

 

By Kevin Kurz  

Nov 19, 2021  

  

ST. LOUIS — The relationship between Sharks forward Timo Meier and 
coach Bob Boughner last season was, apparently, not all sunshine and 
lollipops. That probably shouldn’t be all that surprising, as Meier was 
knocked out of the team’s top six after the acquisitions of Rudolfs Balcers 
first, and Alexander Barabanov later, while his ice time was down more 
than a full minute on average from the prior season. 

Boughner said on Thursday morning that “sometimes when we talked, it 
was more confrontational.” The details to Meier’s game just weren’t there 
for long enough stretches last season in the eyes of the coaching staff, 
which tried its best to get through to the young power forward who 
notched 30 goals in 2018-19. 

“I don’t want to say (we) butted heads, but I think there was a lot of times 
last year where we were really pressing him for more detail,” Boughner 
said. “Not that he was trying to resist it, but he was trying to figure out 
how to be a detailed, structured guy (and) not also lose that ability to 
create offensively.” 

It was an ongoing push and pull. Meier managed just 12 goals in 54 
games, often looking either lost or disengaged. That led to what 
Boughner called an “honest discussion” at the end of last season. “I think 
Timo wanted to be used more and trusted more. My message was — 
that’s on your shoulders. 

“I think at times last year, and it went both ways, he didn’t think we 
trusted him. And, sometimes we didn’t.” 

Meier didn’t offer too many details on Thursday when asked about the 
apparent disconnect with the coaching staff. But he didn’t deny it, either. 

“There’s always…when things are not going your way, sometimes you try 
to switch up stuff and times when pucks weren’t going in maybe you get 
a little frustrated and get away from your game. Maybe that,” he said. 

“But, it’s a learning process. I think all those moments where things are 
not going your way, where you’re not playing well, it should make you 
stronger and should get you to become a better player. So I’m just trying 
to take in everything that I’ve learned and try to go out there and 
compete, and become a better player.” 

Meier’s not just been better. He’s been the Sharks’ best player through 
their first 16 games, despite the fact he had to sit out five games due to 
COVID-19 protocols. In 11 games, Meier has six goals and nine assists, 
leading the Sharks with 15 points. 

“He’s for sure one of our best players so far this year,” Tomas Hertl said. 
“He can fly for how big he is, so it’s noticeable, but (at the) same time 
(he’s) strong on the puck. … He’s holding (onto) pucks, making plays, 
too. And he helps win a lot of games. He just dominates so far this year.” 

That Meier can score goals when he’s going full tilt isn’t surprising. He 
can bull his way to the front of the net, and can sometimes beat goalies 
from a distance, too. His goals this season have come in a variety of 
ways. 

But it’s Meier’s playmaking that seems to have dramatically improved this 
season, playing on a line with Logan Couture and Jonathan Dahlen. On 
the Sharks’ lone goal on Thursday, for example, Meier used his six-foot-
one, 221-pound frame to hold off rookie defenseman Scott Perunovich 
before zipping the puck to the front of the net for Dahlen to redirect 
through Ville Husso before the Blues goalie had any time to react. It was 
the lone highlight of the Sharks’ 4-1 loss at Enterprise Center, giving 
them a 2-3-0 mark on their five-game road trip. 
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Only once this season has Meier been held off the scoresheet — Oct. 28 
against Montreal. He already has four multi-point games, equaling his 
total from last season. 

According to Boughner, Meier is playing the kind of style the staff has 
been trying to drill into him for a few seasons now. It just took some time 
for him to figure it out. But as for a suggestion that Meier is simply more 
engaged and working harder, that’s not necessarily the case, said the 
coach. 

“I don’t think it was his work ethic. I think what was happening last year 
was (stressful) to him, he thought maybe he had to play a different kind 
of style of game to get points. … When I talk about details and structure, 
it’s of course defensively — I expect that from everybody. But for Timo it 
was learning to use his biggest asset. Instead of cutting to the middle and 
exposing the puck, (it’s) taking it wide, holding onto pucks, pulling up, 
being able to stop and start in the corner and get his big body in there. 
Those are the things I think we had some resistance on, because I think 
he wanted to play more of a finesse kind of style.” 

Meier seemed to suggest that it is because he wants to be used in all 
situations — or, “trusted,” as Boughner phrased it — it’s driven him to try 
and become the kind of player that the coaching staff wants him to be 
from Day 1 this season. 

“If it’s at the end of the game when we need a goal, or defending the 
goal, I’m a guy that wants that responsibility,” he said. “For me to play 
well from the start in every zone and every situation, I think that’s 
something I definitely improved on.” 

As an added bonus, Boughner said that Meier, 25, has become more 
involved in helping the team’s younger players along. That, too, is a 
change from last season. 

“He’s one of the guys that’s really worked on that,” Boughner said. “I 
think he might have been a little more introverted last year. I would say 
— and not in a negative way — he was worried about playing well for the 
team…but I think he was more focused on himself. Came back this year, 
and I’ve noticed him at team events and in the dressing room, practice, 
helping young guys. He’s taken on more of a leadership role and he’s 
matured a lot in the last year in my mind, both on the ice and off the ice.” 

Dahlen has often been the recipient of that advice, playing on Meier’s line 
since the beginning of training camp. Although Dahlen is 23 years old, or 
only about a year younger than Meier, he’s still trying to cement his 
status as a full time NHL player. 

He’s thankful to have Meier around to help him along — both on and off 
the ice. 

“He talks to me all the time during practices, games,” Dahlen said. “Helps 
me out a lot. Talks to me after shifts. It’s been a big help playing with him, 
and it’s made it easier. … Every situation is a new situation — ways to 
think on the smaller ice, ways to move myself and forecheck, and 
different types of stuff. It’s situational, but he always has some good stuff 
to tell me.” 

Meier suggested his on-ice success and off-ice mentorship is easier 
when things are going well, and also in what has been described, to a 
man, as a better culture and feeling amongst the group in general. 

“Every time there’s good vibes in the room it’s more fun, and it’s 
contagious,” he said. “For me, I’m not the loudest guy, so it doesn’t really 
or shouldn’t be too much of an effect, but it’s contagious. I think it helps 
everybody.” 

Boughner said: “He’s taken some young guys under his wing, and he 
looks like he’s having a lot more fun. … He’s enjoying it, and he should. 
It’s a guy playing his game, and having fun.” 
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Notes #16: Blues Blow Out Sharks 4-1 

 

Published 8 hours ago on November 18, 2021 

By Sheng Peng  

 

PERIOD ONE 

Two in: Barabanov does a nice job covering for the pinching Karlsson, 
intercepts soft slot pass, but then behind the net, he gives it away, Blues 
forechecker sniffs him out. He’s gotta be careful with that, good as he’s 
been, he has a looseness to his game. Is that the right word? Even 
keeping his head down on Dumba and Zadorov hits, for example. 

Five in: Gadjovich works it in, good effort there to steam by a couple 
Blues, but then he tosses a hope slot pass to Labanc, doesn’t connect. 
Thinking about what Gadjovich’s strengths are, hold the puck, absorb a 
check, wait until you can get the puck to Labanc, then get open again for 
possible return pass. That’s what he needs to be doing, I think. 

Six in: Karlsson breakaway, what a stretch pass by Weatherby. 

It happens, that offside…but honestly, I think Dahlen’s attention to detail 
has slipped recently. 

Eight in: Like that from Meier. Back to point, Karlsson, he tries to do 
something up high. No problem. But Karlsson is in a tough position, 
Blues surrounding, Meier doesn’t double down and try to help Karlsson, 
he covers defensively for Karlsson. Just smart hockey. 

Before Labanc penalty, Gadjovich made a nice pass to Labanc in the 
slot. Hopefully, KLB can keep things going after he gets out of the box, 
he isn’t too frustrated. San Jose Sharks need him. 

Sharks follow Saad goal with a solid forecheck. I’ve actually liked this 
period a lot for them. 

Eight left: Like what I’m seeing from Gadjovich so far tonight. Good fight 
net front. His best game so far for Sharks, I think. 

Four left: Karlsson beats Thomas with his feet, but he doesn’t account for 
Thomas’s stick. Great job by Thomas, less so for Karlsson. 

I’m not a fan, but even I said to screen to Balcers “Shoot it” — Hedican 
made a good point, Balcers has to at least look at goalie, feign shot. But 
Balcers’s eyes are on Barabanov the whole time, zero deception. 

One left: Solid forecheck by Gadjovich and Labanc to get it back, then 
Karlsson finds Labanc for the shot. 

Barabanov has to get it all the way down. 

PERIOD TWO 

One in: Same for Couture, shoot! And hey, next couple shifts down, it’s in 
your net. Hatakka doesn’t gap up on Perunovich, too much respect paid 
— then Hertl slow on Thomas’s stick. 

Five in: Now that’s a play from Karlsson. He’s about to get murdered on 
St. Louis forecheck. He makes perfect backhand pass to available 
Gadjovich and also avoids brunt of hit. 

Six in: Steal by Hertl, has a great chance, Sharks need a skill play like 
that to get on the board. 

Seven in: Like that hard feed, low to high, from Bonino to point. Takes 
some good skill there. 

Dahlen goal: Meier just sons Perunovich. Dahlen does great job to 
recover puck then turn back to get open. Not sure how Meier’s pass gets 
through Husso and Perron to Dahlen. O’Reilly probably was in the wrong 
place too, maybe anticipating Meier going the other way with puck. 
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Saad goal: Not a good forecheck from the third line. Nieto bites even 
though he’s the third forward high, he’s not even close to puck. Trailer 
Blue beats Cogliano up the ice. Burns and Ferraro pretty much have no 
choice but to back up. Only grace is, and I was going to say this before 
Dahlen goal, Blues are playing loose. Sharks should get their chances. 

Seven left: Good effort by Dahlen on forecheck, beats Bortuzzo. I 
actually, like I alluded to earlier, haven’t liked details on Dahlen’s game 
recently. Better today: He’s doing more than just getting scoring chances. 
He needs to do that to stay in NHL. 

Four left: Another front of the net turnover by Karlsson. Sloppy. 

Three left: Bad pass by Hatakka, followed by a good one. Sharks 
defending way too much, Blues too much for them right now. 
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Preview/Lines #16: Welcome to the Inner Circle, Timo Meier 

 

Published 14 hours ago on November 18, 2021 

By Sheng Peng  

 

Welcome to the inner circle, Timo Meier. 

“I think he’s just enjoying the confidence and the trust we have, because I 
think at times last year, and it went both ways, he didn’t think we trusted 
him. And sometimes we didn’t,” Bob Boughner shared today. “He knows 
that we have his back and he’s earned our trust.” 

What a difference a year makes. 

Meier is currently pacing the San Jose Sharks with 14 points in just 10 
games, a career-best start. But it’s not just the scoring that’s made him 
an apple of the coaching staff’s eye. 

“He’s come back more serious about his game. When I say that, Timo 
has always been a hard-working guy. He’s always been hard on himself 
and his own worst critic,” Boughner said. “He’s bought into knowing that 
he needs to be a 200-foot player, that’s going to give him success on the 
offensive side of things.” 

I showed an example of that from Tuesday’s victory over the Minnesota 
Wild in another article where Boughner sings Meier’s praises – up 4-1, 
Meier turns it over in the offensive zone – but then, he backchecks hard 
to intercept the Wild breakout pass, advancing the puck in San Jose’s 
favor to boot: 

Boughner hasn’t changed the message to Meier. It just seems like the 
San Jose Sharks’ 2015 first-round pick, after back-to-back disappointing 
seasons, is finally receiving it. 

“We tried working with him a lot last year to improve the details of his 
game,” Boughner disclosed. “I thought he put a lot of pressure on himself 
last year. Sometimes, when we talked, it was more confrontational. This 
year, he’s more accepting of the teaching and the help.” 

As Boughner noted, that trust is a two-way street. The 25-year-old is 
rewarding the San Jose Sharks for their patience with him, and in turn, 
the coaching staff is putting him in better positions to succeed. 

“He’s playing on Cooch’s line, number-one,” Boughner pointed out. 

This is a far cry from past seasons, where Meier has been demoted at 
times to the third or fourth lines. Case in point, last April: 

But it appears to really be a new day for Meier. As another sign of their 
trust in Timo, Boughner has given Meier a coveted flank spot on the 
power play: “I think that’s something he’s always wanted to play. 

“We had been, in the past, putting him net front, because we know he’s a 
big guy that takes up a lot of real estate around the net. But I think it 
freed him up a little bit on the power play to be on the flank. I think he’s 
enjoying that.” 

Meier has also embraced a leadership role on the San Jose Sharks. 

“Timo’s come back and tried to take on a little more of a leadership role 
in the dressing room,” Boughner said. “He’s been a lot more vocal. He’s 
taken some young guys under his wing.” 

It took some tough love, but it looks like Timo Meier and the San Jose 
Sharks are finally reaping the benefits. 

Boughner observed: “He looks like he’s just having a lot more fun.” 
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The Kraken are improving their 6-on-5 play late in games, but here’s why 
they’d rather not 

 

Nov. 18, 2021 at 5:34 pm Updated Nov. 18, 2021 at 7:16 pm   

By Geoff Baker  

Seattle Times staff reporter 

 

Watching Kraken games lately, it’s tough to miss them usually spending 
the final minutes with an empty net and six attackers trying to score 
against five opponents. 

For fans new to hockey, 6-on-5 play late in games isn’t what any team 
wants much repetition at. But the Kraken are fast becoming experts, 
having pulled the goalie late in half of their 16 games in a desperate bid 
to tie the score. 

Unlike regular 5-on-4 power plays, there’s less room on the ice to move 
the puck around at 6-on-5, because the opposing team is still at full 
strength. 

“You never see a pretty 6-on-5,” Kraken leading scorer Jordan Eberle 
said. “It’s chaos. You throw pucks at nets and you try to get tips, try to get 
a rebound. 

“It’s kind of your last-ditch effort to get as many shots or attempts as you 
can and try to score. It’s a position you never want to be in. But we’ve 
been in quite a bit lately.” 

Indeed, the Kraken have pulled the goalie late in each of their past five 
games — all losses that sent them tumbling to 4-11-1 entering Friday’s 
home contest against Colorado. Of eight games in which they’ve emptied 
their net in the dying minutes, the Kraken have scored in two. 

The most recent example came Wednesday night against Chicago when, 
trailing 3-1, they lifted goalie Philipp Grubauer and got a Yanni Gourde 
goal to draw within one. And the Kraken nearly scored a second time at 
6-on-5, only to be stonewalled by goaltender Marc-Andre Fleury. 

The Blackhawks finally ended things by scoring on the empty Kraken net. 

The only other time the Kraken scored late in 6-on-5 play was when Mark 
Giordano notched a tying goal Nov. 6 at Arizona. But the Coyotes scored 
the eventual game winner seconds later. 
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Overall, the Kraken have scored twice but allowed seven with their net 
empty — two of those against coming in the same game vs. Anaheim.  

Still, there is rationale for attempting to pull the goalie at even strength. 
Studies by the Evolving Hockey analytical website have shown the goal-
scoring rate in 6-on-5 situations is almost identical to that of a regular 5-
on-4 power play. 

The problem becomes the open net at the other end, which makes it 
much easier for opponents to score short-handed than in a regular 5-on-
4 penalty-killing situation. Still, despite the chaotic nature of 6-on-5 
advantages, the Kraken actually devoted part of Tuesday’s practice to it. 
The work paid off briefly against the Blackhawks before they popped the 
empty-netter. 

“I’ve always found 6-on-5 hard to work on in practice, too, because you 
don’t want to hurt guys,” Eberle said. “And in 6-on-5 you just want to 
shoot as many as you can and get as many chances as you can and try 
to overwhelm them in front of the net. And create a rebound or something 
like that.” 

Teams defending in 6-on-5 situations usually leave one man up high and 
keep the other four players near the net to avoid leaving open attackers 
in high-danger areas. That’s why there’s more hurried shooting from the 
point — through attempted screens — in 6-on-5 play than the controlled 
passing and puck possession of regular power plays. 

Gourde’s goal Wednesday was unusual in that the Kraken threw the 
puck around and found him alone down low for a one-timed slap shot. 

“Those are really rare where you get the tic-tac-toe one-timer,” Eberle 
said. “Those don’t usually happen.” 

Kraken forward Ryan Donato was on the ice Wednesday for a Jared 
McCann power-play goal with just under six minutes to play. Donato was 
also on for Gourde’s goal at 6-on-5 and said there’s usually a noticeable 
difference in the types of man-advantages. 

“It’s definitely less pace, less moving around,” Donato said of 6-on-5 play. 
“You’re definitely not hitting as many (passing) seams. I feel like the 
difference between 6-on-5 and the power play is, the power play you 
usually work the puck around and find a shot. And 6-on-5, you’re just 
trying to get pucks to the net, recover pucks and get any chance you can 
really get.” 

Kraken coach Dave Hakstol mostly uses the same personnel for 6-on-5 
play as he would a regular power play. But their roles change slightly, 
and puck retrieval skill becomes important — whether gaining control off 
faceoffs, picking up rebounds or dumping the puck into the zone and 
chasing after it. 

After all, fail to retrieve the puck, and it could wind up in your team’s open 
net. 

Most teams used to wait until the final 90 seconds of play to pull their 
goalie. But analytical studies have shown it pays to do it sooner — 
especially when down two goals — and Hakstol hasn’t hesitated to pull 
his with four or five minutes remaining. 

‘Dawgs are loyal’: Without a head coach, what’s keeping UW football’s 
2022 recruits committed? 

The Seahawks lost their ‘screen master’. Now, they’re struggling against 
the screen pass. 

“There’s partly what the statistics say … but an equal factor for me is 
what’s happening in that particular game,” Hakstol said.  

He’ll look at the game’s flow. And whether his team is already generating 
enough opportunities at even strength. But sometimes, with long 
stretches between whistles, there might not be a perfect time to pull the 
goalie and he’ll just chance it. 

The Kraken got burned for an empty-net goal against Anaheim last week 
when they turned the puck over on a line change just as Grubauer was 
headed to the bench. But on Wednesday with his team down two, 

Hakstol found a more ideal situation to pull Grubauer, and it nearly paid 
off. 

“The execution was good,” Hakstol said. “And then, as we got it down to 
the one goal, there was a great deal of confidence that we would be able 
to go out and find that tying goal.” 

Practice makes perfect, as they say, and the Kraken sure are getting a 
lot of it. But unlike their slowly improving power play, the newfound 6-on-
5 prowess isn’t something they hope for more in-game work on anytime 
soon. 
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‘Where can we get better?’ Head coach Dave Hakstol, Seattle Kraken 
hunt for solutions as losing streak... 

 

Lauren Kirschman 

 

As the losses continue to pile up — five in a row now — the Kraken are 
still searching for answers. 

During a difficult stretch, head coach Dave Hakstol said the coaches will 
dig into everything in detail, looking at the underlying numbers and the 
areas that most need to improve. Talking to the media after Thursday’s 
practice at Climate Pledge Arena, Hakstol pointed to odd-man rushes as 
one of those areas. 

And that’s not surprising. 

Even after outplaying Chicago for most of the second period on 
Wednesday night, Seattle allowed a breakaway goal that gave the 
Blackhawks a 2-0 lead. It was the only goal of the period. Patrick Kane 
then gave Chicago a 3-0 advantage in the third with another breakaway. 

The game before, a 4-2 loss to the Minnesota Wild, Rem Pitlick finished 
with a hat trick. Two of those goals came on breakaways. 

“When you really look at a lot of our defensive numbers, we’re top four or 
five in the league in a lot of categories,” Hatskol said. “Top one, two and 
certainly — the vast majority — we’re there in the top 10. We’re a good 
defensive team in a lot of respects. So, where can we get better? 

“For us, the one area that we can identify right now … we’re giving up too 
many out-numbereds. When I look at the league average, we want to be 
better than that. Not only with that, when you do give those up, we need 
to find a way to defend and get a stop on one more of those. 

“And when I say get a stop, that’s a team conversation. That means a 
forward trapped in that play can make a play, it’s means the (defense) 
can do a little better defending it and we can do a better job as a group of 
five before he even gets to our goaltender. And then it’s your 
goaltender’s job and they know that — to make it save for us at the right 
time.” 

Hakstol admitted that part of the issue is players still getting completely 
comfortable in the offensive system. Sometimes, he said, it’s a blatant 
turnover that leads to an odd-man rush. Most times, though, it comes off 
a change of possession down low or a failed forecheck that allows 
numbers. 

“Over the last few games, we haven’t been happy overall with our 
forecheck,” Hakstol said. “We feel like we need to be better there. We’re 
not a heavy team when we go in on the forecheck so we have to do it in 
an effective way for us. We need to have good reads. We need to be 
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quick. It all starts with placement of the puck, putting it into a good area 
where we have an opportunity to forecheck. 

“There are going to be times when the other team flat-out makes good 
plays. … Off of those, you’re not always going to come up with 
possession and get a great scoring chance. Sometimes the best you’re 
going to do is going to be to track that thing back to the neutral and get it 
back to that area in the ice. It’s an area we feel like we need to get better 
in.” 

The Kraken will look to show improvement against Colorado on Friday — 
the fourth game of their six-game home stand. Seattle is still searching 
for its first victory in the stretch, and its first lead after the first period. 

“At the end of the day, that could be a good area of focus of us to come 
out — especially in our home building — and work,” Hakstol said. “It’s not 
just about the first goal. It’s that that data of not leading after the first 
period in half of our games is one that should catch our attention. It’s an 
important step for us to address.” 
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Eide: Where the frustration for struggling Seattle Kraken lies 

 

Nov 18, 2021, 1:05 PM 

BY ANDY EIDE 

Seattle Kraken Insider, 710Sports.com 

 

The stress of losing five games in a row is starting to show with the 
Seattle Kraken. 

Eide: Seattle Kraken need to get off to better starts to end skid 

Throughout the past couple of weeks, which have been rough, the 
players and coaches have tried to focus on the positives rather than 
dwelling on the negatives. But they are competitive people, and when 
you aren’t winning it’s hard to continue to spin the good stuff. 

“I wish I had an answer for it,” Kraken forward Jared McCann said after 
Seattle’s 4-2 loss to the Chicago Blackhawks at Climate Pledge Arena on 
Wednesday. “I’m frustrated. I want to win; I think everybody does on our 
team. You know, things aren’t going our way right now. We’re shooting 
ourselves in the foot. That’s the way it is.” 

McCann, who scored his sixth goal of the season on Wednesday, is right. 
The Kraken have had some bad puck luck, but they’ve also lost games 
thanks to self-inflicted wounds. 

The loss to Chicago hurt. It was a winnable game against a team that 
started the season by losing its first six games while failing to hold a lead 
at any time. Chicago blew out its coaching staff but came into Seattle 
winners of three straight under interim coach Derek King. The 
Blackhawks left Seattle on a four-game win streak. 

A growing trend for Seattle this year is starting slowly in the first period, 
allowing the first goal, and trailing after 20 minutes. 

Wednesday was no different as Chicago scored 15 minutes into the 
game and led 1-0 at the end of the first. The Kraken are now 0-8-0 when 
trailing after the first period and 2-8-0 when allowing the first goal. 

“It was a back-and-forth period, we gave up one out-numbered in the 
period and it ended up in the back of our net. They made an elite play on 
it,” Seattle coach Dave Hakstol said. “I think they skated better than we 

did in the first, I don’t think it was a poor period by us, but the ultimate 
result was we came out down by one.” 

Hakstol liked the effort he saw from his charges but in this case, “poor” 
seems to be relative. The numbers don’t paint a pretty picture of the first 
period and how Seattle performed. 

The Blackhawks outshot the Kraken 8-3 but had 10 scoring chances to 
Seattle’s three and took 71% of the quality shots. Seattle failed to register 
a shot on goal over the period’s final 10 minutes of play. Early on in the 
first, Seattle struggled to get out of its own zone and didn’t manage the 
puck cleanly, which led to extended offensive zone time for the 
Blackhawks. 

It may not have been “poor,” but it wasn’t good either, and once again put 
the Kraken in a spot where they were chasing a game. 

Lack of detail by the Seattle Kraken 

During their current slump, the Kraken have played well at times only to 
make one mistake that ends up going the other way for a goal. 

A perfect example of this was Chicago’s first goal Wednesday, scored by 
former Portland Winterhawks defenseman Seth Jones. 

On the play, all three of Seattle’s forwards – Alex Wennberg, Jordan 
Eberle and Jaden Schwartz – chased the puck below the Chicago goal 
line. That left no third forward high, which leads to trouble when the puck 
is turned over. 

Jones sensed this and jumped in the rush as Patrick Kane raced the 
puck up ice. That created a three-on-two situation for Chicago and 
allowed Jones to go straight to the net, where he was all alone for an 
easy tap-in. 

Whether it was a lapse in awareness or over-aggressiveness on Seattle’s 
part, it’s those types of mistakes that continue to happen and continue to 
prove costly. 

Kraken dominate the second and third but don’t find the goals 

After a slow first period and falling behind 2-0 early in the second, the 
Kraken then came to life. 

In the second period, they owned the puck and outshot the Blackhawks 
16-6, led in shot attempts 29-10, high-danger chances 7-2, and took 73% 
of the quality shots. 

That’s domination, but they didn’t score on any of those shots or chances 
and Blackhawks goalie Marc-Andre Fleury went into the intermission with 
a 2-0 lead. 

The third period was much the same until McCann scored on the power 
play and Yanni Gourde made it 3-2 with a late six-on-five goal. 

It’s not the first time that the Kraken have dominated large stretches of 
the game without much to show for it. Some of that may be puck luck – 
they hit a crossbar and a post in the second period – and some of it may 
be players pressing too much and looking for the perfect shot. Whatever 
the issue, it’s a major contributor to the growing frustration. 

Philipp Grubauer made his 200th NHL start in goal Wednesday, and he 
allowed three goals on 18 shots. That comes out to a .833 save 
percentage, is far below what he’s been at during his career. 

It’s hard to blame him for the goals on Wednesday, but he has yet to find 
a way to make a big stop when his team needs one the most. 

The goal by Chicago’s Alex DeBrincat early in the second period was a 
great play by a young NHL star, but it wasn’t impossible to stop. If 
Grubauer finds a way to make that save, maybe even against the odds, 
the whole complexion of the second period – and maybe the game – 
changes. 

“We gave one up that I’d like to see us get a save on, and we need a 
save somewhere in there along the way,” Hakstol said about the 
DeBrincat goal. “And that’s not certainly on our goaltender. It was an elite 
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shooter that had an opportunity, it was a defended opportunity, that 
somewhere along the way we need a save in there.” 

There’s little argument that Seattle’s goaltending is struggling overall, but 
the biggest issue is the lack of timely saves that contributes to the Kraken 
falling further behind in games. 

Seattle’s warts are there for everyone to see. The team knows what the 
issues are, and the frustration is growing. They’ll have a chance to put 
the details together for a full 60-minute effort on Friday when a good 
Colorado Avalanche team comes to town. 
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: Elias Pettersson, Philipp Grubauer, 
and the rest of the NHL’s first month all-disappointment team 

 

By Sean McIndoe  

Nov 18, 2021  

 

We’re well into the second month of the season, and it’s time to stay 
positive by talking about all the players having terrible seasons. 

OK, that sounds weird. Picking 20 players from around the league and 
labelling them as early-season busts doesn’t sound especially positive, 
after all. But its not all bad, for two reasons. First, as we already 
highlighted a few weeks ago, bad starts by good players will often turn 
out to be meaningless, the sort of thing that all balances out by the end of 
a season. And maybe more importantly, it’s worth remembering that your 
favorite team isn’t the only one with underachievers. Almost every team 
has a few guys who aren’t living up to expectations; that’s just life in the 
NHL. We’re all in this together. 

So today, we’re going to build a full roster of early-season letdowns. 
Twelve forwards, six defensemen and two goalies, with a max of one 
player per team so that it’s not all Canucks we maximize the positivity. 
Then we’ll shower them in good vibes for their inevitable turnaround. 
You’re going to do that part, right? Of course you are. The power of 
positive thinking! 

On to the roster, where we’ll build from the net out. 

Goaltenders 

Philipp Grubauer, Kraken — You never really got the feeling that 
Grubauer was part of the Kraken plan as they assembled their first 
roster. We all kind of assumed he’d end up back in Colorado, even after 
he officially hit the UFA market. When that didn’t happen, Seattle 
swooped in and made the deal, seemingly setting up an excellent pairing 
with Grubauer and Chris Driedger. Instead, both guys have been 
mediocre at best, leaving Seattle with almost $10 million worth of not-
great goaltending, and one eye on a Grubauer contract that runs through 
2027. 

Linus Ullmark., Bruins — When Ullmark signed a surprising four-year, 
$20-million deal to become Boston’s new starter, he was positioned to be 
the long-term replacement for Tuukka Rask. A month in, he seems to 
have already lost the starting job to Jeremy Swayman, at least 
temporarily, and his numbers are barely so-so. Look, Rask never actually 
said that he wasn’t coming back for sure, right? 

First pair 

Jakob Chychrun, Coyotes — One thing you heard a lot heading into the 
season is that the Coyotes would be awful, but at least Chychrun would 

be good. So far, both predictions have turned out to be too optimistic. 
Arizona has been worse than awful, and Chychrun has just one goal on 
the year after scoring 30 over the last two seasons. That part won’t last 
— he’s still generating shots, and he’s not going to shoot 2 percent 
forever — but the year has been a worrying step back for a guy who 
seemed headed towards the Norris conversation. 

Alex Pietrangelo, Golden Knights — This one is debatable. No, literally 
— we saw Jesse and Dom battle it out between the pro-Pietrangelo and 
anti-Pietrangelo sides. That was from the first week of November, and 
he’s had three multi-point game since then, so maybe the ledger is 
tipping. Still, when a Cup favorite is paying a guy nearly $9 million to 
carry the blueline, “debatable” probably isn’t what you’re hoping for. 

Second pair 

Darnell Nurse, Oilers — There isn’t a ton to complain about in Edmonton 
these days, with the two best players in the world looking amazing, the 
big UFA signing delivering, and Ryan Nugent-Hopkins headed towards a 
career year. If we’re going to nitpick, we might point to Nurse, who’s been 
just OK. He hasn’t scored yet after firing home 16 goals last year, and the 
underlying numbers aren’t all that exciting. The bounces will even out, 
and that might be good enough this year. But with that mega-extension 
kicking in next season, Oilers fans could be forgiven for wondering if 
there shouldn’t be another level 

Jake Muzzin, Maple Leafs – We could go in a few directions with the 
Maple Leafs, but with apologies to Nick Ritchie we’re going to wind up 
with a blueliner. Justin Holl has been scratched, and TJ Brodie has been 
inconsistent. But Muzzin’s the most important player of the group — his 
injuries in each of the last two postseasons coincide with the Leafs 
collapsing — and so far this year he’s often just looked off. Many Leaf 
fans assumed he was hurt, but we’re told that isn’t the case. Whatever it 
is, the Leafs are hoping he can get his game back together, because 
there’s no cap room to replace what he brings. 

Third pair 

Zdeno Chara, Islanders — I’m not sure what we should expect from a 44-
year-old in his 24th season and yes, we probably all got a little too caught 
up in the irresistible narrative of the big veteran returning to his first team 
after two decades of dominance elsewhere. But so far, Chara hasn’t 
looked good. Time comes for us all, but it’s hard not to hope that the first 
ballot Hall-of-Famer might still have one last run in him before it’s all 
over. 

P.K. Subban, Devils — I know, at this point I’m pretty much the only one 
still clinging to the hope that the Subban ship hasn’t sailed. He was just 
so much fun when he was at the top of his game. These days, though, 
he’s a very average defenseman at best, one who makes a ton against 
the cap and seems to make the highlight reel for questionable hits more 
often than big plays. 

First line 

Elias Pettersson, Canucks — While there’s no shortage of options for our 
Canucks slot, I’m guessing there wasn’t much suspense here. Pettersson 
has been a mess this year, and it’s a big part why the Canucks are free-
falling. Or maybe the Canucks have been a mess this year, and that’s 
why Pettersson has slumped. It’s possible that both are true, but the eye 
test hasn’t been kind, the season is going down the drain, and Vancouver 
fans aren’t dealing with it especially well. 

Cole Caufield, Canadiens — One of the things I hate about writing this 
sort of column is that it’s just about guaranteed that anyone I think about 
including will immediately heat up and have their breakout game. I don’t 
have to worry with Caufield, though, since he’s not even in the NHL right 
now; the Habs sent the presumptive Calder favorite back to the minors 
after recording just a single assist in his first 10 games. He’ll be back 
soon enough, and probably light it up once he’s here, but for now this is a 
pretty obvious call for this list. 

Kirill Kaprizov, Wild — Kaprizov certainly hasn’t been bad this year, and 
he seems like he’s warming up after a seriously shaky start. Maybe the 
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hype was just too high after a rookie season that saw him run away with 
the Calder, earn a few Hart votes, and then sign a massive contract. It 
took him three weeks to get his first goal, and he’s still sitting at just three 
for the season. He’ll get back to his elite form soon, because even the 
hockey gods surely wouldn’t be cruel enough to tease Wild fans with this 
sort of talent and then nerf him after one season. 

Second line 

Blake Wheeler, Jets — He’s been so consistent for so long that it feels 
weird to see him stuck on no goals and five assists through 10 games 
played. If we learned anything from last year, it’s that it can take a while 
to bounce back from a stay on the COVID-19 list, and if anyone has 
earned the benefit for the doubt, it’s Wheeler. Imagine how good the Jets 
will look once he and Mark Scheifele are back to their regular production. 

Jamie Benn, Stars — Remember when Benn won the Art Ross? Me 
neither, but the Stars’ accounting department does, because they’re still 
on the hook for $9.5 million for three more years after this one. The 
season is falling apart in Dallas, and it’s tempting to point to additions like 
Ryan Suter that haven’t paid big dividends yet. But at some point, the 
bigger problem is that they were supplementing a roster that’s old and 
not very good. Benn has three goals and six points, by the way. 

Sean Monahan, Flames — There have been a ton of pleasant surprises 
in Calgary this year, from the Andrew Mangiapane breakout to Johnny 
Gaudreau looking like his old self to Jacob Markstrom’s weekly shutouts 
to Darryl Sutter turning out not to have forgotten how to coach. One 
downside that’s flown a bit under the radar: Monahan not being all that 
great, with just two goals and eight points, even as everyone around him 
surges. He’s due for an extension as early as this summer, so an off year 
might save the Flames some money (or make a tough decision easier). 
I’m guessing they’d prefer some production, though. 

Third line 

Jesperi Kotkaniemi, Hurricanes — It feels strange to include a Hurricane 
on this list, given that they’re the league’s best team. That’s probably 
provided some cover for Kotkaniemi, who has just three points, none in 
November. He hasn’t lived up to his $6 million salary, although that was 
never really the idea and offer sheets are weird. Still, he was on my list of 
the most intriguing players to watch this season, and so far he hasn’t 
given us much to chew on. 

Sam Reinhart, Panthers — In keeping with the theme, here’s another 
offseason addition who’s been just OK for a very good team. Reinhart 
scored a career-high 25 goals in last year’s shortened season on a 
terrible Sabres team, so he seemed poised for a breakout as Florida’s 
second-line center, letting Aleksander Barkov eat the tough matchups. 
Barkov’s been great (though he’s now out week to week with a lower-
body injury) and so have the Panthers, which makes you wonder how 
good they’ll look if they get more than three goals a month from Reinhart. 

Kirby Dach, Blackhawks — Cool, it’s an all top-three pick third line. I 
toyed with using the goalless Jonathan Toews as the Hawks pick, but the 
fact that he’s playing at all is just too much of a good news story. So 
instead let’s pick on Dach, who hasn’t scored in nine games and has just 
six points despite centering the top line. There were high expectations for 
the kid coming into the year given his role, and like most Hawks he 
wasn’t meeting them for most of the year. Still, linemates Patrick Kane 
and Alex DeBrincat have been productive, and the Blackhawks are 
unbeatable now, so Dach should be fine as the year goes on. 

Fourth line 

Eeli Tolvanen, Predators — Remember when he was the best prospect 
not in the NHL? That feels like it was a hundred years ago, so it’s always 
a little surprising to remember that he’s still just 22. Last year, he was on 
pace for 20 goals and 40 points over a full season, which isn’t all that 
exciting but at least gives you some hope for the future. But this year, 
he’s got just one goal and is back on the fourth line. 

Tim Stützle, Senators — After a solid rookie season, Senators fans were 
hoping the 2020 No. 3 pick would have a second-year breakout. It hadn’t 

happened yet; he only scored his first goal of the year on Saturday and 
has just two primary points on the season. That’s not the worst thing in 
the world for a rebuilding team like Ottawa, since if you still believe in the 
kid then you figure better days are ahead once he starts getting some 
bounces. But for now, it’s been a slow start. 

Kaapo Kakko, Rangers – Any time I wrote anything critical of his rookie 
year, I was told that he was young and we need to have patience. Fair 
enough. Is Year 3 still too soon? He has two goals and three points on 
the year, as that hoped-for breakout doesn’t seem to be happening. And 
if we’re being honest, Alexis Lafreniere hasn’t been great either. The 
Rangers have been fine without much production from their two lottery 
picks, so maybe this is a reason for optimism. But we want to see 
something soon, right? 

So there’s the team. There were some tough cuts, both due to 
competition for spots and our one-per-team rule. But now it’s your turn to 
tell me who I missed, or to rant about how your favorite team definitely 
deserves to have someone on the roster. 
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Sportsnet.ca / ‘It’s surreal, right?’: McDavid dazzles again in playoff-like 
Oilers win 

 

Mark Spector @sportsnetspec  

November 19, 2021, 1:23 AM 

 

EDMONTON — Every once in a while, we are treated to a playoff game 
in November. 

It takes the right two teams, playoff combatants from last spring, and an 
in-season back-to-back in which the team that got swept in the playoffs is 
looking to prove a point. 

Do the Winnipeg Jets own the Edmonton Oilers? 

Doesn’t five straight wins — a playoff sweep and a 5-2 drubbing Tuesday 
in The Peg — give us all the evidence we need? 

“That’s the type of game we needed,” said Oilers head coach Dave 
Tippett, whose team amazingly killed Connor McDavid’s four-minute 
high-sticking penalty assessed at 19:16 of the third period, lasting well 
into the overtime period, en route to a 2-1 shootout win. 

“We’ve been trying to challenge our team about defending better, and 
some situations where we need to be harder. 

“We competed hard, and when we did make a mistake the goaltender 
cleaned up the mess for us. It’s a good step in the right direction to get 
our goals against down.” 

This was one of those nights where both teams checked at playoff-level 
intensity, and two goalies simply refused to make a mistake. As the 
minutes — then the periods — passed with the score still 0-0, it became 
one of those games that became extra important for both sides. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

At 0-0 after 40 minutes, Edmonton knew it had to beat this opponent that 
had won three overtime games in last year’s playoff series, always 
manufacturing the big break, the crucial goal where the Oilers simply 
could not. 

And the Jets knew that old adage: never give a sucker an even break. A 
win in a game like this would allow them to live rent free in the Oilers’ 
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collective head until their final meeting of the regular season on Jan. 16. 
Or maybe, just maybe, another series sometime in June. 

This was the night that Stuart Skinner officially entered the equation as a 
plausible answer to Edmonton’s long-term goaltending issues. He 
stopped 46 shots, was a major part of the Jets going 0-for-5 on the power 
play, and outdueled Connor Hellebuyck in the shootout, thwarting Mark 
Scheifele and Kyle Connor. 

“I’ve been preparing for this for a long time,” said the local product. “The 
whole team played fantastic. Really good defensively. 

“I’m super grateful for this moment.” 

With 39-year-old Mike Smith on the shelf for a long time, this marks one 
of those intersections between preparation and opportunity for the 23-
year-old Skinner. Mikko Koskinen is 33, and Edmonton GM Ken Holland 
has been looking to get younger at the position. 

Maybe he doesn’t have to look as far as he thought. 

How good was Skinner on Thursday? 

“Not just good. He was really good, right through the shootout,” marvelled 
Tippett, who could quite likely give Skinner another start on Saturday 
against Chicago. “He’s worked hard, waited for his break. And tonight he 
jumped in there and did a hell of a job. 

“Smitty is going to be out for a while. This is a good opportunity for him.” 

Before the game, McDavid was shaking off questions about how few 
penalties he draws. He was not on the podium after the game to address 
yet another Play of the Week goal he had authored, tying the game late 
when he walked through three Jets and beat Hellebuyck high-blocker. 

The goal was eerily similar to the one-on-four goal he scored against the 
New York Rangers two weeks ago, a Superman effort that tied the game 
late for the Oilers. McDavid and Kyle Turris scored in the shootout to 
secure two points for Edmonton against the Jets. 

“It’s surreal, right? It’s the NHL — everyone is a good player,” Turris said. 
“He’s so fast, so quick in his movements. For him to pull off goals like 
that at clutch times — that’s why he’s the best player in the world. 

“You’re surprised, but not surprised. You see it every day in practice.” 

“It’s great to score crazy goals like that,” added Zach Hyman. “But it’s 
even better to score them in the timely manner the way he does.” 

We talked before the season about how McDavid was trying to improve 
his shot; at how the game’s best player was still looking for ways to be 
even better. 

What we missed was when he invented that solo dash at an entire group 
of unsuspecting defenders. A fortnight ago it was four Rangers standing 
there, unable to handle McDavid’s speed. On Thursday, it was three 
Jets, including poor Logan Stanley, the Oilers captain’s Last Dance. 

“He has a sense for when he can do it and when not to,” Turris said of 
the outmanned scenario. “As you mature as a player, as you grow, you 
figure out those times. Both those goals he was the in the middle of the 
ice, picking up speed, and the other team was coming at him. A situation 
where he can wheel and deal. 

“The rest is magic.” 

The Mouth That Roared, John Tortorella, said earlier in the week that 
McDavid should just “shut up” about all the infractions he suffers that go 
uncalled. McDavid did draw a penalty Thursday on a ticky-tack hook into 
his hands by Kyle Connor, but he entered the night leading the entire 
NHL in per-game possession time in the offensive zone (1:26), and 
possession in all zones (2:10). 

Somehow, however, he was tied for 57th in the NHL in penalties drawn. 

Asked about it his answer was blunt: “I guess I’ve just got to shut up 
about this, but… So, uh, ya know… Yeah… I’ll leave it.” 

McDavid now has points in each of Edmonton’s 16 games this season. 
It’s a long ways from Wayne Gretzky’s record of 51 games off the start of 
a season, but when it comes to McDavid, who is betting against him? 
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Sportsnet.ca / Morgan Rielly shines for Maple Leafs in well-executed 
victory over Rangers 

 

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukebox 

November 18, 2021, 9:39 PM 

 

TORONTO – Fitting that a blueliner would be crowned the first star of a 
defensive gem. 

Yes, in a barn buzzing with Auston Matthews and Artemi Panarin, Mitch 
Marner and Mika Zibanejad, William Nylander and Chris Kreider, the man 
who stole the show was a defenceman. 

In a battle of two improving groups decked out in iconic sweaters, 
Morgan Rielly scored not once but twice in the Toronto Maple Leafs’ well-
executed 2-1 victory over the New York Rangers Thursday. 

The win halted the Blueshirts’ streak at four, increased Toronto’s streak 
to five, and improved the Maple Leafs’ record at Scotiabank Arena to a 
sparkling 9-2-1. 

No NHL club has more salutes on home ice this season. 

“They’re playing really good hockey, and they’re a very dynamic, high-
powered team,” Kreider acknowledged. “One of the best teams in the 
league.” 

A short checklist of ingredients that comprise a good hockey team: 

Superb goaltending? Check. 

Centre depth? Check. 

A power play that sends shivers? Check. 

A puck-moving, workhorse defenceman? Check. 

A serious commitment to play without the puck? Check. (Believe it.) 

Over a smartly played 60 minutes by both sides, there was sense of 
mutual respect for the other’s wildest weapons. Odd-man rushes and 
brutal mistakes were difficult to come by, as two of the NHL’s top-five 
teams skated through organized game plans, trying to push the other to 
the outside as best they could. 

“We've simplified a lot,” Rangers defenceman Jacob Trouba said. “Not as 
many high-risk plays. Not as much up and down the ice. It's more 
establishing an offensive-zone presence in a shift and trying to build off 
that. When we get a D-zone shift, we play strong D zone. There's less 
transition and more zone play." 

Trouba’s analysis could apply to the enemy, too. 

As they did against Nashville here Tuesday, the Leafs backchecked with 
purpose and waited for their openings to strike. 

Rielly was critical to that end on this eve, quarterbacking a perfect power-
play, chipping in on a perfect penalty kill, skating a game-high 23:54, and 
scoring all of the winners’ goals. 

The longest-contracted Leaf pumped Toronto on the board before the 
contest was four minutes old. 
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Benefitting from a diligent cycle shift by the Leafs’ fourth line, Rielly 
floated a high wrister from the point through a Michael Bunting screen 
that beat Igor Shesterkin. 

Reilly’s second was prettier and, ultimately, more important. 

With a second-period power-play winding down, Rielly drove to the 
Rangers’ slot, flustered Trouba with a silky toe-drag and snapped the 
puck five-hole. 

“He contributes so much to us offensively to help keep our players 
moving from breakout to neutral zone to offensive zone. He’s so 
important to our team,” coach Sheldon Keefe raved. 

“But he's doing a good job for us defensively. Obviously, he’s been a 
huge part of our power play, which has been rolling here for us. 

“His game has been very well rounded here now for quite some time. I 
think the defensive responsibilities that we've given him, he’s taken that 
all on. His gap control and defending at the blueline, we've been happy 
with that. If you look back at last season's playoff series, he was really, 
really good in that regard because of how he defended.” 

Dryden Hunt narrowed the gap in the third period when he slammed a 
Ryan Strome rebound past Jack Campbell for his first as a Ranger. 

But Campbell and a committed, detailed defensive effort from the Leafs 
hung on. 

Facing one of the more dynamic threats in the East, Toronto had 20 
takeaways, registered 12 blocked shots, swiped 80 per cent(!) of the 
draws, and was perfect on special teams. 

"We’re far more connected in terms of the relationship between our 
forwards and defencemen and how they're playing together. In general, 
our players are just comfortable on the defensive side of the puck, not 
forcing things on the offensive side,” Keefe explained. 

“A lot of guys early in the season are trying to jump start their season 
offensively and looking to get going. And that tends to change your 
mindset a little bit as a team. It took us a little bit to get to this place, but 
we're in a good spot here now throughout our lineup about how we need 
to play to be comfortable in these situations.” 

The Leafs have won 10 of their past 11, but their ability to lockdown W’s 
in stressful circumstances (now 8-0 when leading after two periods) 
indicates maturity. 

They look — dare we say it? — consistent. 

“Once you kind of get it in your mind that you're gonna play a certain 
way, [that] you're just not going to give up chances against, the rest 
follows,” Rielly said. 

“I think the work ethic has always been there. The real desire to win has 
always been there. But it's just kind of a mental hurdle and a mindset that 
I think we’re starting to establish — and that’s a great sign.” 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Kreider gave a very measured answer when considering why he has 
exploded to his 12-goals-in-16-games start. The power forward figures if 
you generate enough chances in good spots, a certain amount are bound 
to go in. 

“It’s the law of averages,” Kreider says, matter-of-factly. 

Yes, his shooting percentage (24.0) is abnormally high, but 79 per cent of 
Kreider’s goals come from between the slot and the goal line. 
Leaguewide, that percentage is 63. Pays to drive the net, kids. 

• Nice to see Simmonds get on the scoresheet after watching Saturday’s 
win from the Buffalo pressbox. 

"First time for me in 14 years I've ever been healthy-scratched during the 
regular season," Simmonds reflected. "It was a little bit of a tough pill to 
swallow, but we got a lot of depth here, right?” 

Keefe explained Simmonds’ sitting on the back-to-back as an exercise in 
load management. The 33-year-old has shown well since. 

“My role's been reduced a little bit this year, so that's up to the coaching 
staff,” Simmonds said. “If it's up to me, I'm playing every game." 

• Jason Spezza believes what has vaulted Shesterkin among the world’s 
best goalies is his ability to read the play: "You can tell he thinks the 
game well, because he's beating passes to posts and stuff like that." 

• Rasmus Sandin’s response to being asked yet another Auston 
Matthews question at the morning skate was priceless. 

“Auston, Auston, Auston,” the Swede said with a smile and a headshake. 

• 2015 MVP Josh Donaldson was in the house. Hockey crowd erupted 
with a loud ovation for the former Blue Jay. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks GM Benning on team's awful start: 'I feel 
responsible' 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet 

November 18, 2021, 8:03 PM 

 

VANCOUVER – For the many critics of Jim Benning who think the last 
seven years have been hard on them, just look at what time and losing 
has done to him. 

Looking pallid and exhausted, sounding almost emotional at times, the 
beleaguered general manager emerged Thursday amid the Vancouver 
Canucks’ five-game losing streak to tell reporters that his team’s awful 
start has been wearing on everyone. 

No kidding. 

“Of course, I feel responsible; I'm the leader of this group,” Benning said. 
“The moves we made this summer, I would have never envisioned we 
got off to this start. But we have. Now we have to deal with it and we've 
got to figure it out. You know, it's hard. I'm not going to sit here and say 
it's not hard. It's really hard. But you know, with what's going on in B.C. 
right now with the people out in Abbotsford and the floods that they're 
dealing with, that's not easy, either. This is what we call life.” 

The 58-year-old Benning seems to have aged at least two years for each 
of his eight seasons in charge of the Canucks. 

Vancouver has made the Stanley Cup playoffs twice during his tenure – 
once on each side of the full rebuild Benning orchestrated – but has gone 
unexpectedly backward since what appeared to be a young team’s 
breakthrough in the Edmonton playoff bubble two summers ago. 

The excellent young players Benning drafted and developed, supported 
by a few key veterans, no longer look like a “team,” and the Canucks 
have lost their identity during a 5-10-2 start that has them ahead of only 
the expansion Seattle Kraken and dreadful Arizona Coyotes in the 
Western Conference. 

The task of leading the group looks too onerous at this stage for 23-year-
old star Elias Pettersson, who missed the last half of last season with a 
wrist injury and most of training camp with a contract impasse, and heads 
to Game 18 Friday night against the Winnipeg Jets with three even-
strength points – all assists. Linemate Brock Boeser, 24, goal-less during 
the current 0-4-1 losing streak, hasn’t been much better. 
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But the ineptitude that trumps all else is the Canucks’ league-worst 
penalty killing that has allowed 19 power-play goals in the last 10 games. 
That’s as many extra-strength goals as the Vegas Golden Knights 
yielded in the entire 56-game pandemic season of 2021. 

Shorthanded, the Canucks have been so mesmerizingly horrible that a 
lot of people haven’t noticed the leaden power play has been blanked in 
nine of its last 10 games, leaving Vancouver with a special teams deficit 
of 19-3 during that time. It’s a wonder the team managed to win twice. 

But it’s no wonder that the bulk of the blame, accompanied by increasing 
hostility, had landed again on Benning. 

Wednesday’s 4-2 loss to the Colorado Avalanche, which matched in one 
game the Canucks’ power-play output of three goals in 10 games, ended 
with scattered chants of “Fire Benning!” inside Rogers Arena. 

“It's upsetting,” Benning said during his 20-minute press conference. “It's 
really upsetting because I think as a management team, this last, you 
know, seven-plus years, we've worked really hard to draft well and 
develop our players properly. It's wearing on all of us. The fans are 
frustrated. I get their frustration; we're frustrated. But we need to figure 
this out and get back on track and start winning hockey games and play 
like I believe we're capable of. 

“My whole career is based on trying to figure things out to help build 
teams that are competitive, that are successful. Figure out solutions to 
our problems -- how we can get to where we need to be so we're winning 
hockey games (and) we're having fun. That's not going to change for 
me.” 

Unless owner Francesco Aquilini decides to change GMs for the first time 
since he fired Mike Gillis – with $10-million left on his contract – in 2014. 

But Benning emerged from his Tuesday summit meeting with Aquilini 
with the ownership family’s apparent continued support. For now. 

“I'm not going to worry about that,” he said of his job security. “That will 
be an ownership decision. And if they get to a point where, you know, 
they don't feel like I'm doing a good job and I need to be replaced, they'll 
make that decision. 

“Like I told you, I like this group. I like this group of players. I think, along 
the way, what we tried to do is make sure that with our younger players, 
we surrounded them with veteran players so they could learn from them. 
But now we've kind of handed it over to that younger group of players 
that we've drafted and developed. And with that responsibility, comes a 
lot of pressure. Now we've got to work with these guys to get them to 
play to their potential ... so we can start winning.” 

It would be helpful for everyone involved if that happened soon. 

Benning didn’t make any promises when asked about the employment 
security of head coach Travis Green, whose staff has Vancouver at 32nd 
in penalty killing and 27th on the power play despite improvements over 
last season in five-on-five play. 

“We're looking at everything,” Benning said. “We're trying to find solutions 
to our problems. Travis and his staff are working hard. This is wearing on 
them like it's wearing on all of us. This is something that I didn't expect to 
kind of happen after ... the moves we made the summer. But it's 
happening and we have to deal with it, and we've got to find answers and 
get things back on track.” 

It's difficult for the Canucks to change general managers in mid-season, 
especially since right-hand man John Weisbrod will probably leave 
whenever Benning does, and for every team that gets an in-season 
bump from firing its coach, for five others it’s a sign of surrender. 

Benning could try to make an impactful trade, but that is fraught with risk 
given his position of weakness and the vultures from other teams circling 
the Canucks hoping a desperate GM will make a mistake. For now, it 
appears the Canucks will try to ride out this latest hurricane. 

“We're looking at everything right now,” Benning said. “I've been working 
with the coaches, the coaches work with the players. We've been talking 
to agents about their players to just see where they're at and what they're 
thinking and how we can help. I've looked to the outside, talking to other 
general managers from other teams to see what's available. 

“We're going to have to regain our confidence as a group and as a team. 
We're going to have to do a better job, obviously, on the PK. And I 
believe some of our players need to regain their confidence to play to 
their potential. And if we can figure those things out -- you know, it's 
going to be hard, it's not going to be easy -- but I think if we can figure 
those things out, we're going to have to string a group of wins together 
now to get back in it. We're going to keep working hard to find solutions 
to our problems. We still want to be a playoff team.” 

Given the Canucks’ first 17 games, it may already be too late for that. 
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TSN.CA / Streaking Leafs aim to solve Shesterkin 

 

Mark Masters 

12-15 minutes 

 

The Maple Leafs and New York Rangers held optional skates at 
Scotiabank Arena on Thursday morning.  

In his first five seasons, Auston Matthews led the National Hockey 
League with 152 even-strength goals in 334 games (0.46 per game). So 
far this season, the centre has just three even-strength goals in 14 
games (0.21 per game). 

"Crossbars and posts seem to be getting in his way a little bit," coach 
Sheldon Keefe said. "The chance generation has been there. He's 
generating lots of shots. I'm not concerned about it. Teams are going to 
continue to give him those types of looks or he's going to find ways to 
generate those looks himself ... and those are going to go in and going to 
go in a lot."  

Matthews has fired 41 shots on net in five-on-five play (2.9 per game). 
Last season, he led the NHL with 159 shots in five-on-five play (3.1). So, 
he's basically on pace there. And Matthews is actually averaging more 
scoring chances in five-on-five play this season (4.7 per game) versus 
last season (3.85), per NaturalStatTrick.com.  

"Auston scoring is at the bottom of our list of worries," said veteran 
forward Jason Spezza with a chuckle. "He's a guy who's going to find a 
way to produce all the time. Games that he doesn't score, he's very 
dangerous. He's a guy who takes his craft very seriously and, like I said, 
he’s the least of our concerns. He's a guy who's going to score and going 
to score in bunches."  

Matthews missed the first three games of the season while recovering 
from left wrist surgery. He admitted that his shot wasn't quite where he 
wanted it to be early on. Lately, though, Matthews appears to be finding 
his range. He scored on the power play in Tuesday's game against the 
Nashville Predators with a classic wrist shot. And he easily could've had 
a couple at even strength.  

Matthews hasn't scored in consecutive games this season, but the sense 
around the Leafs is he's about to go streaking. Matthews has converted 
on 11.7 per cent of his shots this season. His career average is 16 per 
cent.  
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"Auston's found a real nice level of consistency in his game here on both 
sides of the puck," Keefe observed. "Last season, he was a dominant 
defensive player. We tend to forget about that ... you lose sight of the fact 
he was a dominant defensive player for us, and we think that helps the 
offensive side for him as well." 

Matthews (plus-2) is one of only two Leafs forwards with a plus rating this 
season. Alex Kerfoot (plus-6) is the other. 

'Least of our concerns': Leafs believe Matthews is due for goal streak 

Auston Matthews has seven goals in 14 games this season on 11 per 
cent shooting. That falls five points lower than his career-average 16 per 
cent. Head coach Sheldon Keefe says he isn't worried about his star's 
production this season, agreeing with Jason Spezza and Rasmus Sandin 
that the goals will come and come in bunches. 

Matthews fired eight shots on Igor Shesterkin in his first game of the 
season on Oct. 18 but couldn't beat the New York Rangers goalie. 
Shesterkin stopped 40 shots in total that night en route to a 2-1 overtime 
win.  

"Really athletic guy, but what separates him and why he's showing he's 
one of the top guys is the way he reads the play," said Spezza. "You can 
tell he thinks the game well because he's beating passes to posts and 
stuff like that." 

Shesterkin has faced more than 30 shots in each of his last eight starts. 
Per the Elias Sports Bureau, that's the longest such streak by any 
goaltender since the start of last season. He is 5-2-1 with a .919 save 
percentage in that stretch.  

"He plays the puck really well, so that's nice as a defenceman," said 
Jacob Trouba. "He's never out of a save. Even if it's a backdoor pass, 
you think, 'Oh no,' but sometimes he gets there. So, you always have 
hope he'll make the save."   

The Rangers have been playing better in front of Shesterkin of late. They 
arrive in Toronto riding a four-game win streak.  

"I expect us to play a lot better tonight than last time in here," said coach 
Gerard Gallant. "We're playing a better defensive game, managing the 
puck a lot better and not turning the puck over in the neutral zone." 

"We've simplified a lot," explained Trouba. "Not as many high-risk plays. 
Not as much up and down the ice. It's more establishing an offensive-
zone presence in a shift and trying to build off that. When we get a D-
zone shift, we play strong D zone. There's less transition and more zone 
play."  

Leafs Ice Chips: Solving Shesterkin 

Igor Shesterkin has a .930 save percentage this season and the last time 
the Rangers took on the Maple Leafs Shesterkin turned away 40 shots 
and was instrumental in securing the overtime win. How can the Leafs 
solve the talented Rangers netminder this time around? Mark Masters 
has more. 

--- 

Shesterkin has been excellent this season with a .930 save percentage. 
Jack Campbell has been even better. He leads the league with a .943 
save percentage.  

"He's just getting better and better," raved defenceman Rasmus Sandin. 
"Sometimes [it's] hard to think he's going to get better, because he's 
playing on top of the world right now. So, he's been unreal. He's that guy 
that always wants to get better too." 

Campbell will play his 15th game of the season tonight, which will move 
him past Montreal's Jake Allen and into sole possession of the league 
lead in that category. The Leafs are doing what they can to manage his 
workload while Petr Mrazek recovers from a groin injury.  

"Sometimes the team in the games can help his workload," Keefe 
pointed out. "I look at the game against Nashville the other night, we go 

into the third period and we're protecting a one-goal lead and we gave up 
three shots in the first 17 minutes of the third. Those kind of things go a 
long way in helping with that workload." 

Campbell, for his part, says he loves playing every other day and it's 
certainly hard to argue with the results.   

"He's managed it very well," said Keefe. "He's become very comfortable 
with his body and [what] he needs to manage it. The medical team, now 
that he's been here, last season was his last full season with us, they 
have a real good handle on him. 

"In terms of energy levels, he's in a really good place." 

'He's just getting better and better': Campbell's confidence fuels Leafs 

Jack Campbell has been lights out for the Maple Leafs this season, 
sporting a .943 save percentage over 14 games which puts him near the 
top of the league. Even with that impressive stat line, teammate Rasmus 
Sandin says he's most impressed by how Campbell continues to get 
better every day. 

-- 

At the end of Monday's practice, Campbell brought a trophy, made by 
goalie coach Steve Briere, onto the ice and planted it at the centre dot.  

"I've never seen that before, to be honest, so I was a little surprised," 
Sandin said. "I didn't even know what it was for. No one really told us. I 
just saw it standing on the ice there for no reason. It was pretty funny." 

Campbell later explained that it was meant to help create more 
competition during the breakaway and shootout work. Sandin won 
Monday's competition but didn't collect his hardware.  

"If I knew what the trophy was for, I probably would've," he said with a 
laugh. 

Sandin has plenty of other reasons to feel good right now. He's played in 
16 of Toronto's 17 games and, despite sitting as a healthy scratch on 
Saturday, seems to have carved out a secure role.  

"He's consistently moved the puck very efficiently coming out of our zone 
and helps us on the offensive blueline," said Keefe. "And the fact he 
helps us on the second-unit power play, that helps his cause for sure."  

What does Sandin like about his game so far?  

"My consistency in playing without the puck," the 21-year-old said, 
"reading off their players, how to box them out, how to be a little bit hard 
on the puck and just playing on the right side of the puck more and trying 
to keep it simple. That's the biggest step I've taken this season." 

Keefe explained that the team wants to monitor his workload because he 
didn't play much last season (nine regular season games with the Leafs 
and one with the Marlies in the American Hockey League) and has 
battled the injury bug early in his career. Sandin, for his part, says the 
grind isn't getting to him.  

"Every game you come in and get more comfortable," the Swede 
explained. "You know how to read some plays that you didn't know 
before and how to handle bigger guys. I'm maybe not the biggest or 
strongest guy on the ice so I have to handle some situations different 
than maybe Jake Muzzin has to. I'm starting to learn."   

Sandin is fourth on the team in hits and would love to land one on 
Rangers defenceman Nils Lundkvist tonight. The pair played together at 
a couple World Juniors.  

"He was my D partner for a couple tournaments," Sandin said before 
breaking into a smile. "Now he's on the other side, so has to keep his 
head up a little bit." 

"I say the same thing to him," Lundqvist said with a laugh when informed 
of the comment. "He's a really good guy. He's a leader on the teams I've 
been on. Easy to be around. Kind. Unreal player."  
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Sandin growing in confidence; warns pal Lundkvist to keep his head up 

Rasmus Sandin has four points over 16 games this season, but it's the 
little things that he's working on that have him feeling more confident in 
his play, from his consistency, to the reads he makes on the ice, to 
boxing out players much larger than him. He spoke about his growing 
confidence, as well as World Juniors teammate Nils Lundkvist who he'll 
face off against when the Leafs take on the Rangers. 

--- 

The Leafs have won nine of 10 games and Kerfoot is second on the team 
with nine even-strength points in that stretch.  

"He's made some big plays for us very quietly," noted Keefe. "Think 
about some of the big goals we've scored here in the last little stretch. 
Whether it's an insurance goal in Philadelphia, the game-winning goal in 
Buffalo, the game-tying goal against Calgary, those are all coming off the 
stick of Kerf. He's making a seam pass and setting up those plays. The 
other night he's involved in the forecheck on the [David] Kampf goal. He's 
finding ways to contribute consistently at five-on-five, and he's been a 
huge part of our penalty killing that's been rolling. He's doing a lot of little 
things really well." 

Kerfoot had just two points in the first seven games of the season. What's 
changed?  

"I feel confident out there," Kerfoot explained. "Confidence is big in this 
game. It's important when you're out there that you're able to feel like you 
can make plays." 

Kerfoot has fit in well on a line with John Tavares of late. The Vancouver 
native said his experience playing alongside Nathan MacKinnon in 
Colorado helped him learn how to complement elite talent.  

"At times you can be so focused on trying to get them the puck that you 
can change your game a little bit," Kerfoot said. "I noticed that the first 
couple years in Colorado and playing with Nate a bit. You want to get 
them the puck, because they're usually going to make good plays with it 
but, at the same time, you have to make the right decision. At the end of 
the day, I can't adapt my game depending on who I'm playing with and 
that's my main focus."  

--- 

After blocking a shot late in Tuesday's game, Ondrej Kase missed 
practice yesterday. The Czech winger, who's riding a four game point 
streak, was back on the ice this morning at Toronto's optional skate. 
Keefe said that was a positive development, but Kase is still listed as a 
game-time decision.  

Kirill Semyonov will take the warm-up and be on standby in case Kase 
can't suit up.  
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USA TODAY / UBS Arena, Islanders' new home, pairs history with a 
state-of-the-art experience after decades at Coliseum 

 

CHRIS BUMBACA   | USA TODAY 

 

ELMONT, N.Y. — A bird has trapped itself in a dressing room at UBS 
Arena. 

It’s the reality of the final stages of construction for the new home of the 
New York Islanders that still needed debris to be cleared from 

concourses, concession stands to be stocked and marble floors to be 
polished. 

The walkie-talkies rose to mouths and ears Tuesday afternoon. 

Yeah, a bird got into one of the below-stage dressing rooms, can we get 
that taken care of? 

“It may seem like there’s no way,” Mike Sciortino, senior vice president of 
arena operations, told USA TODAY Sports, “but we’ll be ready to go by 
the weekend.” 

UBS, at a $1.1 billion price tag, presents a step up in class even from the 
late-stage Nassau Veterans Memorial ColiseumBy Saturday, when the 
Islanders host the Calgary Flames after a 13-game road trip to open the 
season, fans in blue and orange sweaters will meander through the wide, 
open concourses to unfamiliar seats in this state-of-the-art complex. 

It might as well be a Star Trek command center compared to the pre-
renovation days of the Coliseum, the team’s former – and over the past 
few years, part-time – home. UBS, which broke ground on Sept. 23, 
2019, is privately funded by sports development and investment 
company Oak View Group, the Islanders and real estate developer 
Sterling Project Development. Architecture firm Populous designed UBS. 

Once the Islanders’ four-decade lease at the Coliseum – a true “hockey 
barn” to its core – expired, and the local political scene became messy, 
an air of uncertainty surrounded the Islanders. 

Brooklyn and the Barclays Center, home of the Nets, presented a 
temporary option. It immediately proved too ostentatious for a fanbase 
that prides itself on a blue-collar vibe, especially among the three New 
York-area NHL teams. The situation proved so dire they moved back and 
forth between there and the Coliseum, which received a facelift in 2017, 
yet remained unfit for an NHL team due to capacity limits and a lack of 
premium seating options. 

“We’ve gone away from suites, and kind of that class exclusion, and 
we’ve opened the building up to be more inclusive,” Oak View CEO Tim 
Leiweke told USA TODAY Sports during a tour of the arena on Tuesday. 

UBS Arena – which will also host concerts, basketball games and any 
other event suitable for a modern entertainment complex – most 
definitely is constructed for puck. The low ceiling is the same distance 
from the ice as it was at the Coliseum. To satisfy luxury demands, there 
are 38 second-level seats on top of five clubs and lounges, some near 
ice-level.  

And UBS (capacity 17,250) can hold 4,000 more fans than the Coliseum 
for hockey games. The second level of seats flies out nearly 10 rows 
above the lower section, making fans feel like they’re on top of the ice, 
even from the upper levels. 

“We pushed everybody (up) and in,” said Leiweke. 

Just the way Isles fans like it. 

Old influences, new priorities 

The majority of guests will enter through the set of main doors that lead 
into “The Great Hall” – meant to resemble Grand Central Station; arches 
are a theme in the interior and exterior. Ebbets Field, the demolished 
stadium of the Brooklyn Dodgers, and the original Madison Square 
Garden are also inspirations for the building’s design. 

Two giant murals -- one depicting Long Island, one featuring horse-racing 
legends and other notable individuals -- attract the eyes toward the high, 
starry ceiling. 

Belmont racetrack, the site of the annual Belmont Stakes, the final leg of 
horse racing’s Triple Crown, also heavily influenced the look of the 
exterior – the bricks, the arches. But the dark green exterior trims make it 
a natural comparison to Citi Field, about seven miles up the Cross Island 
Parkway. (Sterling is the company belonging to the Wilpon family, the 
previous owners of the New York Mets.) 
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Eight bars, located in each corner of both main concourses, face the 
bowl. There's an exclusive, wood-paneled speakeasy. Two outdoor 
terraces – one is sponsored by Heineken and is located above the main 
entrance that looks at a large video board and Belmont's paddock – are 
another feature.  

For concerts, UBS can hold about 19,000 (one section of the lower bowl 
folds and becomes the stage). The investors in UBS, Leiweke said, will 
recoup most of their money through musical acts and other events; the 
arena is expected to host 150 events per year, at least 41 of those being 
Islanders games.   

Basketball games feature a capacity of 18,300. There are more suites 
and club options than at the Coliseum, but it was important that the 
building retain an air of togetherness. 

Several efforts were made to achieve ideal acoustic conditions at UBS. 
The walls of the bowl are made of perforated metal panels to trap the 
sound. Roof treatments – sound-absorbing baffles that are suspended 
from the roof – improve the bass. 

Leiweke has been in the arena-building business for a while. He served 
as president and CEO of Maple Leaf Sports (Toronto FC, Maple Leafs, 
Raptors) and Entertainment for more than two years and before that as 
president and CEO of AEG, a major operator of sports and entertainment 
venues, which owns arenas such as Staples. 

Oak View Group is responsible for the expansion of the Seattle Kraken’s 
Climate Pledge Arena, which says it's the world’s first net-zero carbon 
arena. The goal for UBS is to be carbon neutral by 2024; a lot of the 
utilities are currently natural gas, Leiweke said. 

“The majority of the energy coming in will be renewable and electrical, 
wind and solar, and then they are doing quite a bit of work to eliminate 
single-use plastic,” Leiweke said. 

Seventy-five percent of the food is sourced within a 300-mile radius of 
the arena. Leftovers are donated to nearby food banks on Long Island 
and in the city. Oak View predicts it will be the most sustainable major 
sports complex on the East Coast once it achieves those goals.   

A new Long Island Railroad station was built north of the arena as part of 
a $100 million investment from Oak View. A 200-room, four-star boutique 
hotel will be constructed and a parking garage will be completed by the 
end of the regular season. Construction for fashion and luxury retail 
space south of Hempstead Turnpike will start next year. 

UBS’ functions as an all-purpose arena will be put to a test early. After a 
string of Islanders games, the first concert will take place Nov. 28 with a 
Harry Styles tour (100,000 preorders were registered through 
Ticketmaster, Leiweke said). Professional wrestling’s “Monday Night 
RAW” will take place the next night. On the hardwood, Kansas men’s 
basketball will play St. John’s at UBS on Dec. 3. 

“Let the real fun begin,” Sciortino said.   
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